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A Short Biblical Aramaic Grammar   
 

1. Aramaic Alphabet 
 
Aramaic Consonants      Transliteration  
(Same as in Hebrew)      

 
   x   aleph    י 

   b   bet    b 

   g   gimel    g 

   d   dalet    d 

   h   he    h 

   v   waw    w 

   z   zayin    z 

   H   het    h9  

   F   tet    t � 

   y   yod    y 

   j, k   kaph    k 

   l   lamed    l 

   M, m   mem    m 

   N, n   nun    n 

   s   samek    s 

   f   ‘ayin    ، 

   J, p   pe    p 

   c   sade    s � 

   q   qoph    q 

   r   reš    r 

   W, w   śîn, šîn   ś , š 

   t   taw    t 
 

The Hebrew and the Aramaic alphabet are the same. 
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2. Aramaic Vowels  
 

            Short       Long 
 

 a Class Ba pathah, ba    BA qames[, bā 

 
 e Class B, seghol, be   ;  Be s[ere, bē 

 
                   yBe s[ere yod, bey 
 
 i Class Bi h9ireq, bi             yBi h9ireq yod, bî 
7 
 o Class BA qames[ h9atuph, bo           OB h9olem, bō 

  

 u Class Bu qibbus[, bu             UB šureq, bû 

 
Half Vowels  

(Simple & Composite shewas and transliteration) 
 

 Simple shewa   b; Under non guttural consonants 
 
 Composite shewas    Under gutturals such as f H h x 
        
       Transliterated  
  
 hateph (hurried) pathah  fE   ă 

 
 hateph seghol   x<   ĕ 

 
 hateph qames   h#   ŏ? 
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3. The Article 
 

Singular 
 

xKAl4ma  - the king (from j̀l,m,, a king) 

(In Hebrew j̀l,m0,ha -The king) 
 

The Article on the feminine singular is : 
 

   XtAv4yhe  - the animal 
 

Plural  
 

    Xy0Akal;ma  - the kings 

(In Hebrew MykilAm04ha -The kings) 
 

The Article on the feminine plural is : 
 

   XtAv!yHe  - The animals 
 
4. Personal Pronoun 
 

Singular     Plural 
 

hn!xE   - I    xn!h4naxE  - we 
 

hTAn4xa   - you (m.)   NUTn4xa  - you (m.) 
 

xUh   - he  NUn0xi, NOm0hi, Om0hi   - they (m.) 
 

xyhi   - she    Nyn90xi   - they (f.) 
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5. Suffix and Gender Indicators 
 

Singular     Plural 
 
  None for masculine    Ny 9 for plural (m.) 
 
  h  A for feminine    N  A for plural (f.) 
  
6. Suffix Pronoun Indicators 
 

Singular Nouns 
 

Masculine Singular  Pronoun Suffix Indicators 
 

yKil;ma  - my king       y  i - my 
 

j̀KAl;ma  - your king       j̀  A  - your 
 

h0Kel;ma  - his king       h0  e  - his 
 

h0Kal;ma  - her king       h0  a - her 
 

Masculine Plural   Pronoun Suffix Indicators 
 

xn!Kal;ma  - our king       xn! - our 
 

NOkK4l;ma  - your king       NOk - your 
 

NOhK4l;ma  - their king (m.pl.)   NOh - their (m.pl.) 
 

NheK4l;ma  - their king (f.pl.)   Nhe - their (f.pl.) 
 

(Christ is our King) 
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Plural Nouns 
 

Masculine Singular  Pronoun Suffix Indicators 
 

ymaOy   - my days       y  a - my 
 

j̀y9maOy  - your days       j̀y9 a - your 
 

yhiOmOy  - his days       yhi   - his 
 

h0y1maOy  - her days       h0  a - her 
 

Masculine Plural   Pronoun Suffix Indicators 
 

xn!y4maOy  - our days[Kethib]   xn!  - our 
 

NOkymeOy  - your days[Qere]      NOk  - your 
 

NOhymeOy  - their days (m.pl.)  NOh  - their (m.) 
 

NheymeOy  - their days (f.pl.)   Nhe  - their (f.) 
 
7. Nouns in Construct Indicators 

 
Singular     Plural 

 
       (m)      y  e  (m.) 
 
   t (f )      t O (f.)  
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8. Verbs 
 

a. Peal Perfect (Basic or Simple Perfect) 
 
In Aramaic the simple perfect is lfaP; “he did” instead of lfaPA as in 

Hebrew. The verb bteK “he wrote” will be used throughout in 
conjugating the verbal system. It is necessary to learn the Peal Perfect 
and Imperfect with its suffixes and then these suffixes can be added to 
the other stems in Aramaic.  
 
 Singular     Suffix Ending 

 
 btaK4   - he wrote       

 
 tbat4Ki  - she wrote       t  a - she 

 
 T4b;taK4  - you wrote (m.)     T4  - you 
 
 tbet4Ki  - I wrote       t - I 
 

Plural      Suffix 
 

 UbtaK4  - they wrote (m.)    U  - they (m.) 
 

 hbAtaK4  - they wrote (f.)     h A - they (f.) 
 

 NUTb;taK4  - you wrote   NUT  - you (m.) 
 

 Xn!b;taK4  - we wrote     xn! - we 
 

While the Perfect can have several usages in terms of time, it is basically 
looking at completed action. 
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b. Peal Imperfect 
 

Singular     Prefix 
 

 btu0k4y9   - he will write   y  - he     
 

 btu0k4Ti   - she will write      t0 - she 
 

 btu0k4Ti   - you will write (m.)    T  - you 
 
 btu0k4x, - I will write       x - I 

 
Plural      Prefix 

 
 NUbT4k4y9 - they will write (m.) NU, y - they (m.) 

 
 NbAT4k4y9 - they will write (f.)    N A, y  - they (f.) 

 
 NUbt40k4Ti  - you will write  NU, T - you (m.) 

 
 bTuk4n9   - we will write       n - we 
  
The Imperfect in Aramaic normally shows future or present time. 

 
9. The Basic Stems in Aramaic 
 

(The Peal Peil, and Pael Stems) 
 

a. Peal is the basic stem with (shewa/a) (   4/a) vowel pattern 

Ex: btak04 – “he wrote.”  
 

b. Peil is the passive of the Peal with (shewa/i) (   4/î) vowel pattern 

  Ex: bytik04 – “it was or has been written.” 
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c. Pael is the active intensive stem with an (a/e) vowel pattern with the 
doubling of the middle radical or consonant.  It is like the Hebrew Piel 
stem showing intensity.  
Ex: bte0ka0 – “he wrote intensely.”   

 
The Causative Stems 

 
d. Haphel is the causative stem with a h prefix and an (a/e) vowel 

pattern 
Ex: bte0k4ha – “he has caused to write.” 
 

e. Aphel is the causative stem with an x prefix and an (a/e) vowel 
pattern 
Ex: bte0k4xa – “he has caused to write.” 

 
f. Shaphel is an active causative stem with a w prefix and an (a/e) vowel 

pattern 
Ex: bte0k4wa – “he has caused to write.” 
 

These are like the Hebrew Hiphil stem 
 

g. Hophal is the causative passive stem with a h prefix and an (o/a) 
vowel pattern 
Ex: bt0ak4h# – “he has caused to write.” 
 

It is like the Hebrew Hophal stem 
 

The Reflexive or Passive Stem Conjugations 
 

h. Hithpeel is the reflexive/ passive stem with a t4hi prefix with an ( 4/e) 
vowel pattern. 
Ex: btek40t4hi – “he himself has written/ it has been written.” 
 

It is like the Hebrew Hithpael stem. 
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i. Hithpaal  is a passive stem with a tihi prefix with an (a/a) vowel 
pattern and doubling of the middle radical or consonant of the root. 
Ex: bta0ka0t4hi – “It has been written.”  

 
j. Hishtaphal is a passive stem with a tw;hi prefix with an (a/a) vowel 

pattern.  
Ex: bta0k4ta0w;hi – “It has been written.” 

 
10. Parsing Imperfect Rule Chart 
 
 X = 1st Person Singular; n = 1st Person Plural;  y = 3rd Person;  

t = 2nd or 3rd Person Feminine 
 (One must know the Peal regular perfect verb suffixes and imperfect  

prefixes as these will be used in all the other stems.) 
 
Specific Principles : Go to prefix consonant and vowel and apply the 
following rules. If it is a y, t, x or n 

  
a. If “i” class vowel followed by a “u” class it is a Peal Imperfect.  

Ex: bTuk4y9 “he will write.” 
 
 b. If shewa under the prefix followed by an “a” class vowel and if there  
  is a doubled middle consonant it is a Pael Imperfect.  

Ex: bT2kay4 “he will write intensely or repeatedly.” 
 

c. If it is a shewa followed by ha it is a Haphel Imperfect. 

Ex: bT2k4hay4 “he will cause to write.” 
 

d. If it is an “a” class vowel followed by an “i/e” class vowel it is an 
 Aphel Imperfect. 
 Ex: bTek4y1 “he will cause to write.” 
 
e. If it has an “o” class vowel under the prefix followed by an “a” class it 

is a Hophal Imperfect.  
Ex: bTak4y! “he will be caused to write.” 
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f. If there is a shewa under prefix followed by w before the verb root it is 
a Shaphel Imperfect.  
Ex: bT2k4way4 “he will cause to write.” 

 
 g. If the verb begins with t4y9 it is either a Hithpeel or an Hithpaal  

Imperfect depending on whether the final vowel is a “i/e” class  
(Hithpeel) or an “a” class (Hithpaal). 
Ex: bt2K;t4hi � hithpeel “he himself has written” 

Ex: btaKat4hi � hithpaal “it has been written” 
 
 h. If the word begins with a m it is a participle; apply the above rules for  
  imperfect to determine what the stem is. 

Ex: bTek4ham4 “he is caused to write.” = Haphel Participle 
 
 hhhh Prefix Chart  
 
 a. If the verb begins with a h prefix followed by an “e” vowel in the  
  final vowel, it is a Haphel Perfect or Imperative. 

Ex: bTek4ha “he has caused to write,” (Haphel Perfect), or “cause to 
write.” If it has a final two “a” vowels in the root it is an infinitive  
Ex: hbATAk4ha “to cause to  write.” 
 

b. If the word begins with a h with an “o” class vowel and a final “a” 
class vowel it is a Hophal Perfect or Imperative. 
Ex: bTak4hA “he has been caused to write” (Hophel Perfect), or “be 
caused to write” (Hophal Imperative). 
 

c. If the word begins with a t4hi before the root it is either a Hithpeel or a 
Hithpaal Perfect or Imperative. With a final “e” vowel � Hithpeel 
and with a final “a” vowel � Hithpaal. 
Ex: bteK4t4hi “he himself has written,” (Hithpeel Perfect). 

Ex: btaKat4hi “it has been written,” (Hithpaal Perfect). 
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d. If the word begins with tw;hi it is a Histaphal Perfect or Imperative. 

Ex: bta0k4taw;hi “he has been caused to write,” (Histaphal Perfect).  
 

 wwww Prefix Chart  
 
 With a w prefix with an “a” vowel followed by an “e” vowel the verb is  

a Shaphel Perfect or Imperative. 
Ex: bTek4wa “he has been caused to write,” (Shaphel Perfect).  

 
11. The Infinitives 
 
 The Peal Infinite begins with a m  

 Ex: bTak4mi “to write.”  
 
 The infinitives of the other stems end in h A 
 Ex: hbATAk4ha “to cause to write” (Haphel). 
 
12. No Prefix Chart with examples of Vowel Patterns 
 

Peal Stem Vowel Pattern 
 
 btak04 Shewa /a Peal Perfect, “he has written.”  

 Peal Imperative btuk04 shewa/u “write” (you). 

 Peal Active Participle btek0A “he is writing.” 

 Peil Perfect or Participle bytik04 Shewa/i “it has been written.”   
 (Peil Perfect), “it is written” (Peil Participle) � Context must determine if 
 it is a  Peil Perfect or Participle. 
 
13. Pael Stem Vowel Pattern 
 
 bt0ek0a notice it has a a/e with doubled middle consonant = a Pael Perfect or 
 Imperative “he has written intensely” (Perf) or “write intensely” or 
 “repeatedly” (Imper) 
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14. Weak Verbs 
 

Weak verbs are verbs that deviate from regular verbs in that some begin with 
a n (nun) or end in a h and act differently from the regular verb. These verbs 

are classified by the verb lfp “to do.” Or by 1st, 2nd, or 3rd position 
depending on the position in these verbs where these consonants occur. 
Ex: Ntn is a Pe Nun or 1st n for it is in the p or first position. 
 
Some of these verbs and their basic rules are: 
 
a. Pe Nun where the n nun is in the first position (Example Ntn). 
 The initial n may be assimilated, but not always. 

Ex: Nt0en4y9 “he will give.” lp0y9 from lpn, he will fall. In lpn the noun 

assimilates with a doubling of the p, lpeny9 � lPey9 
But in the Ntn in Aramaic there is no assimilation of the n as illustrated 
above. 
 

 b. Pe Yod the y often assimilated in the Peal Imperfect 

  Ex: lKuy9 where lkuy4y9 � lk.uy9 from the verb lky , to be able 
 
 c. Pe Waw as in Hebrew an original Pe Waw will show up in the   
  Haphel. Where bty (to sit) is bteOh in the Haphel where an original  
  aw � ô in the development. The original Pe Yod verb retains   
  the yod as in lbeyhe from lby to bring. 
 

d. Pe Guttural takes a composite shewa rather than a simple shewa 
Ex: brafE to mix or mingle. 

 
e. Pe Aleph The aleph of a Pe Aleph verb quiesces and vowel the 

preceding vowel has compensatory lengthening.  
  Ex: lkux<y@ � lkuxy2 
 

f. Ayin Guttural  Since the middle radical cannot double in the Pael 
there is a compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel. 
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  Ex: lhebay4 � lhebAy4 he will frighten; because the h cannot double  
  there is a compensatory lengthening of the pathah to qames in that   
  ba�bA 
 

g. Lamed He these verbs historically ended in x or y and changed to h ! 
in the Peal Perfect and x  e in the Imperfect of the Peal 

Ex: yan1bA � hn!b4 in the Perfect and in the Peal Imperfect yn1b4y9 � xn2b4y  
 

h. Lamed Guttural  The pathah is preferred before the guttural as in 
Hebrew in the Peal Imperfect 
Ex: Hlaw4y9 “he will send.” 

 
i. Ayin Waw and Ayin Yod The middle  v or y weaknes into vowels 

and under the prefix the vowel in the Peal Imperfect is a shewa or half 
vowel. 
Ex: MUqy4 while the regular Peal Imperfect is btuk4y9 
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Introduction 
 
 In Daniel chapter two, Daniel sees a great image with a head of gold, its 
breast and arms of silver, its belly and thighs of bronze, and its legs of iron with 
feet partly of iron and partly of clay. As Daniel watched there was a stone cut out 
of the mountain without hands that struck the image at its feet and the statue 
crumbled and became like chaff from the summer threshing floor that was carried 
away by the wind leaving nothing of the image. Then the stone that struck the 
image became as a great mountain and filled the whole earth. 
 
 In the interpretation the image represents four kingdoms of the earth 
followed by the final kingdom of Christ the Messiah. The head of gold represents 
Babylon, the breast and arms of silver Media-Persia, the belly and thighs of bronze 
Greece, and the legs of iron and the toes the Roman empire in its past and 
continuation through time. The kingdom of Christ will finally defeat these world 
powers and will usher in an eternal kingdom that will fill the whole earth. 
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Lesson 1: Daniel 2: 31 
 

1.1 Text 
 

    xyGiWa  dHa  Mlec4  UlxEv1  tAY4v1HE  hz2hA  xKAL;ma  T4n4xa  
 

   h0v2r2v4  j`lAb4qAl4  Mxeq!  ryTiy1  h0v2yziv4  br1  NKedi xmAL;ca   

 

           :lyHiD4 
 
1.2 Vocabulary 
 

 t4n4xa    Personal Pronoun   “you” 
 

 xKAl;ma    Noun     “oh king” 

 

 hz2HA     Participle    “see” 
 

 hvh     Verb     “to be” 
 

 v     Conjunction   “and” 

 

 UlxE     Interjection     “behold” 
 

 Mlec4    Noun     “statue, image” 
 

 dHa     Adjective    “one” 
 

 xygWa    Adjective    “great” 
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 xmAl;ca    Noun(with article)   “ the image” 
 

 NKedi     Adjective    “that (common or 

neuter)” 
 

 br1     Adjective    “great” 
 

 vyz9     Noun     “brightness” 
 

 ryTiy1    Adjective    “extraordinary” 
 

 Mvq     Verb     “to stand” 
 

 l     Preposition    “for, to” 
 

 lbeq#    Preposition    “before” 
 

 j` A      Pronoun suffix   “you” 
 

 vr2     Noun     “appearance” 
 

 lHaD4    Verb     “to fear” 
 
1.3 Grammar 
 

 T4n4xa is a personal pronoun masculine singular. It is put here to emphasis the 

 Personal Pronoun. You , oh king…. 
 

 xKAl;ma is an absolute noun with the definite article x ! at the end of the 

 noun instead of at the beginning as in Hebrew. The noun j`l,m, changes to 
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 Kl;ma in construct followed by the definite article in the suffix. The noun 
 with the article is a vocative of address here: “oh king.” 

 hz2HA is a Peal active participle masculine singular from the verb hzH, “to 

 see.” It is used periphrastically with tAy4v1h3, “you were seeing.” Or 

 “looking.” Note the a/e vowel pattern of the Peal Participle and  tAy4v1h3 
 appears here is a Peal Perfect 2nd masculine singular from hvh, to be. The y 
 appears here in this lamed h verb because it was originally a final yod form 

 in yvh and the yod reappears here in the 2nd masculine singular of the Peal 

 Perfect. 
 

 tAy4v1hA became tAy4v1hE with the pathah changing to a hateph pathah as the 
 accent moved to the end. The prophet describes the king’s vision in the 
 picture of the Gentile powers.  
 

 Ulx3v1 “and behold.” Notice the conjunction with a pathah because of the 

 attraction of the pathah on the hateph pathah under the guttural x. Ulx3 
 is an interjection meaning “behold” focusing the attention on the vision. 
 

 Mlec4 is an noun meaning image with the adjective dHa meaning “one.” 
 Note in Aramaic that a noun will often have the shewa in the first syllable of 

 a two syllable noun as here in Mlec4. 
 

 xyGWa is the adjective masculine singular meaning “great.” 
 

 NKedi xmal;ca “that image…” 
 

 The change occurs in Mlec; to m;l;ca a proto-semitic pointing in construct  
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 again  with the final article in x a, and the common singular demonstrative 

 pronoun NKedi meaning “that” occurs with xmAl;ca as an adjective.  

 Probably the proto-Semitic Ml;ca became M;l,ca and finally Mlec;. 
 

br1  means “great” that image was great. Here br1 is an adjective 

describing the size of the image. “and its brightness...”  h0v2yziv4 is a noun with 

an h0 2 suffix showing a pronominal suffix 3rd masculine  singular.  This is 

followed by an adjective ryTiy1 meaning “extraordinary.”  “Its brightness 

was extraordinary” in Daniel’s vision. 
  

j`lAb;qAl;  Mxeq!    “it was standing opposite you.” Note the Peal Active 

Participle in MxeqA following the a/e vowel pattern which shows a Peal 

Participle.  l is the preposition and lbeqA  meaning “before” or “opposite” 

with the pronominal suffix second masculine singular in j̀ A. Again notice 

the change from lbeqA to lb;qA (qobl) in construct with the pronominal 

suffix j̀ A    
 

lyHiD4  h0v2r2v4 “and its appearance was terrible.” v is a conjunction 

followed  by the noun vr2 “appearance’ with the H0 e which is a pronominal 

suffix 3rd masculine singular.lyHiD4,  is rendered “was terrible,” and it is a 

Peal passive participle masculine singular from lHaD4 “to fear.” Note the 
shewa/i vowel pattern indicates a Peal passive in Aramaic. 

 
1.4 Translation 
 
 “You, oh king was seeing and behold one great image. That image was  
 mighty and its brightness was extraordinary standing before you and its  
 appearance was terrible.” 
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1.5 Application/Interpretation  
 
 Daniel describes what the king had seen in his dream. It was one great image  
 whose brightness was extraordinary which stood before him and its  
 appearance was to be feared. The image represents Gentile world powers  
 which are awesome in appearance but terrible in its fearful effect upon the  

prophet. The prophet next describes the vision of King Nebuchadnezzar, 
stating the metals in the dream that compose the great image along with its 
interpretation. 
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Lesson 2: Daniel 2: 32 
 

2.1 Text 
 

 yhiOfR!d4U  yhiOdHE  bFA  bhad4-yDi  h0wexR2  xmAL4ca  xUh 
 

           :wHAn4  yDi  h0tekAr4y1v4  yhiOfm4  Jsak4  yDi 
 
2.2 Vocabulary 
 

 xUh     Pronoun    “he, that” 
 

 Mlec4    Noun     “image” 
 

 wxr2    Noun     “head” 

 

 yDi     Particle (genitive marker) “of” 
 

 bhad4    Noun     “gold” 
 

 bFA     Adjective    “good, pure” 

 

 hd2HE    Noun     “breast” 
 

 fr!D4    Noun    “arm” 
 

 JsaK4    Noun     “silver” 

 

 hfam4    Noun     “belly” 
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 hkAr4y1    Noun     “upper thigh” 
 

 wHAn4     Noun     “copper, bronze” 

 
2.3 Grammar 
 

 xUh is a personal pronoun (he) that functions as a demonstrative pronoun 
 here rendered “that image…” 
 

 xMlec; is a noun with the definite article x A.  It is a nominative pendens 

 and absolute “a hanging nominative” that reads “as for that image…” etc. 
 

 h0wexr2 is a noun with a third masculine singular pronominal suffix in h0 e 
 translated “its head.” 
 

 bhad4 yDi “of gold.” Notice that yDi is a particle that acts as a marker of 

 the genitive (“its head was of gold”), while bhad4 is a noun meaning “gold.” 
 There are no genitive endings in Biblical Aramaic. 
 

 bFA is an adjective meaning “good” showing that the gold was “good gold” 
 in its absolute purity. 
 

 yhiv*dHE “its breasts…” Here is the plural form of the noun hd2HE with a 

 pronominal suffix 3rd masculine singular in yhi. Notice h0 eand yhi are two 
 forms of the pronominal suffix 3rd masculine singular. 
 

 yhiv*fr!d4U and its arms. Again we find the plural form of the noun fr!D4 
 with the 3rd personal pronominal suffix. 
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 Jsek4  yDi “of silver.”  

 Here as above the particle yDi introduces the genitive in the noun Jsek4, “of 
 silver.” 
 

 yhiOfm4, “its belly” is from the noun hfAm4 with the plural form again with 
 the suffixed 3rd masculine singular pronoun. 
 

 h0tekAr4y1v4 “and its thighs.” hkAr4y1 is a plural noun, “its thighs.” Here the two 

 pronominal suffixes are used with h0 e here and yhi in the previous word in 

 the plural. 
 

 wHAn4  yDi “of brass.” The particle yDi again introduces the genitive in the 

 noun wHAn4. 
 
2.4 Translation 
 
 “As for that image, its head was of pure gold, its breasts and its arms of 
 silver, its belly and its thighs of brass.” 
 
2.5 Application/Interpretation  
 
 The metals decrease in value as one observes from the head to the thighs. 
 The metal becomes stronger but not better because of its decrease in value. 
 In Plato’s Republic, Plato uses similar metals to describe the different types 
 of men from the philosopher down to the worker. 
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Lesson 3: Daniel 2: 33 
 

3.1 Text 
 

 Nyhen40miU lz@R4pa  yDi  Nyhen40mi  yhiOlg4R1  lz@R4pa  yDi  yhiOqwA 
 

                                     :JSaHE  yDi   

 
3.2 Vocabulary 
 

 qwA     Noun     “leg” 
 

 lz@r4Pa    Noun     “iron” 
 

 lgar4     Noun     “foot” 
 

 Nymi     Preposition    “from” 
 

 JsaHE    Noun     “clay” 
 
3.3 Grammar 
 

 yhiOqwA is a dual noun with yhi a third masculine singular pronominal 
 suffix. 
 

 yDi relative particle translated “of” here marks the genitive case in lz@r4Pa. 
 Its legs of iron. 
 

 yhiOlg;r1 is another noun lgar4 with the dual ending plus the pronominal 

 suffix in yhi, “its feet.” 
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 Nyhen04mi here is the Qere reading of the Kethib 
 

 Nyhen04mi is the preposition Nymi “from” with the 3rd masculine plural 

 pronominal suffix Nyhe. Literally it would be rendered “from them,” but the 
 basic rendering “partly” captures the thought. 
 

 yDi again we have the particle of relation pointing to the genitive in lz@r4pa, 
 translated as “partly of iron…” 
 

 lz@r4Pa is a noun meaning iron. 
 

 Nyhen04miU is literally rendered, “and from them” or “partly.” 
 

 yDi is another particle of relation pointing to the genitive case understood in 

 JsahE. 
 

 Jsah3 is a noun meaning “clay.” 
 
3.4 Translation 
 
 “Its legs were of iron and its feet partly of iron and partly of clay.” 
 
3.5 Application/Interpretation  
 
 This image that Daniel saw becomes increasingly strong in the legs of iron 
 but weaker in its feet being partly of iron and partly of clay. There is 
 strength coupled with weakness in the clay as the final phase of the image is 
 both strong and brittle viewing the Roman empire in its divided phase. 
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Lesson 4: Daniel 2: 34 
 

4.1 Text 
 

 Nyidaybi  xlA-yDi  Nb,x,  tr@z@G4t4hi  yDi dfa  tAY4V1hE  hzeHA 
 

   xPAS4HaV4  xlAz4R4pa  yDi  yhiOlg4R1-lfa  xmAL4caL4  tHAm4U 

 

          :NOm0hi  tq@DehaV4 
 
4.2 Vocabulary 
 

 hz!HE     Verb     “to see” 
 

 hv!hE     Verb     “to be” 
 

 dfa     Preposition    “until” 
 

 rzaG4     Verb (Hithpeel)   “to be cut out” 
 

 yDi     Relative Pronoun   “which” 
 

 Nb,x,     Noun     “stone” 
 

 xlA     Negative Particle   “not” 
 

 B4     Preposition    “by, with” 
 

 dya     Noun     “hand” 
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 hHm    Verb     “strike, smite” 
 

 Mlac4    Noun     “statue” 
 

 qqD    Verb     “to break into pieces” 
 

 NOm0hi    Personal Pronoun   “them” 
 
4.3 Grammar 
 

 tAy4v1h3  hz2HA “you were looking…” hz2HA is a Peal Participle masculine 

 singular from hz!HA and tAy4v1h3 is Peal Perfect 2nd masculine singular form 

 the root hv!hE. 
 
 We put together both words for a periphrastic construction “you were 
 looking.” 
 

 dfa is a temporal adverb “showing the time of looking.” 
 

 yDi is a relative pronoun here “you were looking until which (time)…” 
 

 tr@z@g4t4hi is a Hithpeel Perfect 3rd feminine singular from rzg. Until a 
 stone was cut out. The Hithpeel is used as a passive here in Aramaic with the 

 noun Nb,x, meaning stone. The king was looking until a stone was cut out. 
 

 Ny9daybi  xlA  yDi “which was not with hands.” 

 xlA is the negative particle followed by the preposition b and the dual noun 

 meaning hands. Note that Ny9day4b; became Ny9daybi and that Ny9 a is the dual 

 ending on the noun dy1 meaning “hand.” 
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 tHAm;U  “and it struck.”  v is a conjunction followed by the Peal perfect 3rd  

 feminine singular from hHm. Note that the t ending shows it as a 3rd  
 feminine singular.  
 

 xmAl;cal; literally “to the statue. The l of preposition is followed by the 

 noun Mlac; with the definite article x Ain the suffix. Mlac; becomes m;l;ca 
 in construct with the definite article which occurs in Aramaic at the end 
 of the noun. The stone cut not made with hands (Christ’s kingdom) struck 
 the image. 
 

 lfa is a preposition meaning  “upon.” 
 

 yhiOlgr1 is a noun in the plural form followed by the 3rd masculine personal 

 pronominal suffix yhi. The rock smote the image “upon its feet.” 
 

 Xp0As;Hav4 xlAz4r4pa yDi “of the iron and the clay…” Note that yDi is a 
 particle showing the genitive case: “of the iron etc…” The definite articles 

 are at the end of the two nouns in the x Asuffix. The stone hit the image of 
 the iron and of the clay. 
 

 tq,dehav “and it crushed (them).” The verb here is a Haphel perfect showing  

 causation “and it was caused to crush them…” The root of the verb is qqd 

 in which one of the q’s has been elided. Note the h prefix identifies it as a 

 Haphel and the final t as a 3rd feminine singular in this double ayin root.  
 

 NOm0hi is a personal pronoun 3rd masculine plural which is the direct 

 objective of  the verb. 
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4.4 Translation 
 
 “You were looking until a stone was cut out not with hands and it smote the 
 image upon its feet which were partly of the iron and partly of the clay and it 
 crushed them.” 
 
4.5 Application/Interpretation  
 
 The text is anticipating the coming kingdom of Christ which will finally 
 defeat the kingdoms of the world and replace them with His eternal 
 kingdom. In Revelation 11: 15 it reads: “and the seventh angel sounded;  
 And the kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of 
 His Christ; and He will reign forever and ever.” When Christ returns Rev 19: 
 15; In Psalm 2: 9 - Matt 21: 44.  
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Lesson 5: Daniel 2: 35 
 

5.1 Text 
 

 xPAS4Ka  xwAHAn4  xPAS4Ha  xlAz4R4Pa  hdAHEka  UqDA  Ny9daxBe 
 

       NOm0hi  xWAn4U  Fyiqa-yreD4xi-Nmi  rUfK4  OvhEv1  xbAhEdav4 
 

                 xn!b4xaV4  NOhL4  HkaT4w4hi-xlA  rtaxE-lkAV4  xHAUr 

 

                 txlAm4U  br1  rUFl4  tv!hE  xmAl4cal4  tHAm4-yDi 
 

              :xfAr4xa-lKA   
 
5.2 Vocabulary 
 

 B     Preposition     “in” 
 

 Ny9dax<    Adverb    “then” 
 

 QqAD4    Verb     “bring into pieces” 
 

 K     Preposition     “like, as” 
 

 dha     Preposition    “one” 
 

 lz,r4Pa    Noun     “iron” 
 

 JsaHE    Noun     “the clay” 
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 wHAn4     Noun     “copper” 
 

 JsaK4    Noun     “silver” 

 

 bhaD4    Noun     “gold” 
 

 v4     Conjunction   “and” 
 

 hv1hE     Verb      “to be, happen” 

 

 rUf     Noun     “chaff” 
 

 Nmi     Preposition    “from” 
 

 rDaxi    Noun     “threshing floor” 
 

 Fy9qa     Noun     “summer” 
 

 xWAn4     Verb    “to lift up, carry away” 
 

 NOm0hi    Personal Pronoun  “them” 
 

 lKA     Adjective    “totality, all” 
 

 rtaxE    Noun     “trace” 
 

 xlA     Negative Particle   “not” 
 

 Hkw    Verb    “to find” 
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 rUF     Noun      “mountain” 
 

 bra     Adjective    “great” 
 

 xlm    Verb     “to fill” 
 

 fraxE    Noun     “earth” 
 
5.3 Grammar 
 

 Ny9daxbe literally “at then” rendered “then.” It contains the preposition b 

 plus the adverb Ny9dax< so that Ny9dax<b; became Ny9daxBe. It reads: “So 
 then….” 
 

UqDA is a Peal perfect 3rd masculine plural from qqD which is a double 

ayin verb where the q which is doubled in the root. The final q elided 

leaving UqDA, “they were broken in pieces.” 
 

 hdAHEka means literally “as one” and is best rendered “together.” All of 

 the elements of the image and its metals all together were broken in pieces. 
 

 xbAhEdav4  xPAs4k.a  xwAHAn4     xPAs;Ha xlAz4r4Pa is rendered “the iron 
 the clay, the  bronze, the silver, and the gold, … Note that each of these 

 nouns have the definite article after each word indicated by the x A suffix. 

 While in Hebrew the article is before the word as in My9maw0Aha “the 

 heavens.” In Aramaic the article comes after the noun. 
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 OvhEva “and they became.” This is a Peal Perfect 3rd masculine plural from 

 hv1hE “to be,” or “happen”, “to become.” Notice that in this lamed he verb 

 the final h is elided and the O suffix indicates the 3rd masculine plural 

 ending. 
 

 rUfK4 is rendered “as chaff.” K is the inseparable preposition “as.” 
 

 rUf means chaff and points to the imagery of that which is ephemeral or  
 fleeting. The chaff would be ground almost to powder by the oxen that 
 would trample the grain and is a picture of the judgment of God here against 
 the image. 
 

 yr2D4xi is a plural noun in construct with Fy9qa translated “threshing floors.” 
  

 Fy9qa means summer. It has the F here while Hebrew would read Cy9Qa 
 The phrase is rendered “the threshing of summer.” 
 

 xWAn4U “and the wind carried them….” 
 

 xWAn4 is a Peal perfect 3rd masculine singular.  

 The wind carried the chaff of the image away. NOmhi is the personal 

 pronoun 3rd masculine plural here as the direct object of xWAn4U4 “and the 
 wind carried them away.” 
 

 xHAUr, “the wind” carried away… The x A on the noun indicates the 
 definite article. 
 

 rtaxa-lkAv “and every trace” would be removed and not found.  
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HkaT4w;hi is a Hithpeel perfect 3rd masculine singular that is best translated 

“and every trace cannot be found.” In the this verb the root is Hkw and we 

a metatheses in the interchange of the w and t. 

 

 NOhl; “to them.” There was no trace left to them. Note here is an 

 inseparable preposition l with the 3rd masculine plural pronoun. 
  

 xn!b;xav4 is rendered “and the stone…” The noun Nb,x, is here with the 

 definite article x A at the end of the noun. 

 

 yDi is a relative pronoun. It is here rendered “which” 
 

 tHAm; is a Peal perfect 3rd feminine singular from the root hHAm;, meaning 
 “to strike.” 
 

 xmAl;cal; , literally “to the image.” The stone which struck the image 
 brought its total power to a complete halt and the stone became a great 
 mountain, the final kingdom of Christ. 
 

 hvAhE is a verb that is Peal perfect 3rd feminine singular meaning “to 

 become.” Followed by the l, hence hv!hA means “to become” like the 

 Hebrew hy!hA meaning “to become.” 
 

 br1 RUF “a great mountain.”  In Aramaic the F is used in place of the c 

 in Hebrew as in RUc meaning mountain in Hebrew. The rock that crushes 

 the image become a great mountain or a great kingdom. 
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 xfAr4xa-lKA  txlAm;U “and it filled all the earth.” v is the conjunction 

 followed by the Peal perfect 3rd feminine singular from xlm .  Note that 

 the t is a suffix indicating the 3rd feminine singular. 

 This is followed by the adjective lKA meaning “all” and the noun fr1xE 
 “earth” with the definite  article. This final divine kingdom fills the entire 
 world with its vast worldwide dominion. 
 
5.4 Translation 
 
 “Then as one the iron, the clay the bronze, the silver, and the gold were 
 crushed, and they became as chaff from the summer threshing floors, and 
 the wind carried them away and there was not a trace found of them, and the 
 stone which struck the image became a great mountain and filled all the 
 earth.” 
 
5.5 Application/Interpretation  
 
 Christ’s kingdom is likened to a great mountain for its strength and 
 permanence.  
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Lesson 6: Daniel 2: 36 
 

6.1 Text 
 

         ::::xKAL4ma-MdAQ#  rmaxne  H0Rew4piU  xmAL4H,  hn!D4 
 
6.2 Vocabulary 
 

 hn!D4     Demonstrative Pronoun  “this” 
 

 Ml,He    Noun     “dream” 
 

 rwaP4    Noun     “interpretation” 
 

 rmaxE    Verb     “to say” 
 

 MdAq#    Preposition    “before” 
 

 j`l,m,    Noun    “king” 

 
6.3 Grammar 
 

 hn!D; is a demonstrative pronoun nominative masculine singular and means 
 “this.” 
 

 Ml,He is a noun singular followed by the definite article  x Ain the suffix.  

 So that Ml,He�Ml;H, in construct with the article.  

 

 h0r2w;piU “and its interpretation.” The conjunction U (and) is followed by 

 the noun rwaP; in construct with h0 e the third masculine singular 
 pronominal suffix.  
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 Note that rwaP; becomes  rw;p0i in construct with h0 e 
 

 rmaxn2 is a peal imperfect 1st common plural from rmx, “we will say.”  

 

 MdAq# is a preposition meaning “before” followed by the noun j`l,m, with 

 the definite article x A. 
 
6.4 Translation 
 
 “This is the dream and its interpretation we will say before the king.” 
 
6.5 Application/Interpretation  
 
 Daniel is able to give the dream and its interpretation because of God’s  
 revealing it to Daniel which the gods of the wise men of Babylon were  
 unable to do. 
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Lesson 7: Daniel 2: 37 
 

7.1 Text 
 

                 xy0Amaw4  h0lAx<  yDi  xyA0kal4ma  j`l,m,  xKAl4ma  T4n4xa 
 

                         :j`lA-bhay4  xr!qAyvi  xpAq4tAv4  xn!S4Hi  xtAUkl4ma 
 
7.2 Vocabulary 
 

 T4n4xa (Qere)    Personal Pronoun    “you” 
 

 h0lAx<     Noun     “God” 
 

 Ukl4ma     Noun     “kingdom” 
 

 NseH<      Noun     “might” 
 

 Jq*T4     Noun     “strength” 
 

 rqAy4      Noun     “honor” or “glory” 

 

 bhay4      Verb    “to give” 
 
7.3 Grammar 
 

 T4n4xa is the Qere reading and is the second masculine singular personal 

 pronoun, “you.” 
 

 xKAl;ma is the vocative of address which takes the definite article in 
 Aramaic “you oh king.” 
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 Xy0!kal;ma  j`l,m, is rendered “king of kings.” 
 

 j`l,m, is a noun in construct Xy0!kal;m which is a noun masculine plural in 

 construct with the definite article.  
 

 yDi is a relative pronoun followed by h0lAx< the proper name for God which 

 is in construct with Xy0!maw; meaning “heavens.” The phrase is rendered 
 “which the God of Heaven…” 

 The noun is Ny9maw; is the dual ending followed by the definite article. 

 

 Xr!qAyvi  XPAq;tAv4  Xn!s;Hi  XtAUkl;ma   
 

is rendered “the kingdom, the power, the might, and the glory.” All of  the 

nouns are followed by the definite article X !. The cluster of nouns show the 
power and might of the king of Babylon.  

 Note Xr!qAy4v4 became Xr!qAyvi with the elision of the shewa under the qoph

 j`lA-bhay4 “he has given to you.” 
   

 bhay4 is a peal perfect 3rd masculine singular from bhay4 followed by the 

 preposition l with the pronominal suffix second person masculine 

 singular. 
 
7.4 Translation 
 
 “You oh king are a king of kings whom the God of heaven has given to you 
 the kingdom, the power, the might, and the honor.” 
 
7.5 Application/Interpretation  
 
 The kingdom, power, might and glory of the king of Babylon does not come  
 from his own authority or gods but is given to him by the God of heaven. All  
 human sovereignty comes from the Sovereign God of heaven.  
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Lesson 8: Daniel 2: 38 
 

8.1 Text 
 

 xY0!maw4-JOfV4    xr!BA  tV1yHe  xwAn!xE-Yn2B4  Nyriy4dA  yDi-lkAb4U 

 

      hwAxr2  xUh T4n4xa  NOhL04kAB4  j`FAl4w4hav4  j`dAyBi bhay4      
 

             :xbAhEda yDi 
 
8.2 Vocabulary 
 

 rvD      Verb     “to live” or “to dwell” 
 

 rBa      Noun    “son” 
 

 wn!x<      Noun    “mankind, man” 
 

 hv1yHe     Noun    “beast” or “animal” 

 

 rBa      Noun    “field” or “man” 
 

 JOf      Noun    “bird” 
 

 Flaw4     Verb    “to rule” 
 

 wxr2     Noun    “head” 

 
8.3 Grammar 
 

 yDi-lkAb;U “and in all where they dwell.” U is a conjunction followed by  
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 the preposition b and the adjective lkA before the relative pronoun yDi 
 

 Nyr9y4dA is Peal Participle masculine plural from rvd. “In all where they 

 dwell.” Note the masculine plural is Ny i in Aramaic and the qamets under 

 the d introduces the vowel pointing for a peal participle. 
 

 xwAn!xE-yn2B;  is translated “sons of men.” The singular noun is rba which 

 becomes yn2B;  in the masculine plural construct form followed by the noun 

 wn!x<  with the definite article that becomes xwAn!xE . 
 

 xr!BA  tv1yHe  “beasts of the field.”  tv!yHe is a feminine singular noun in 

 construct with xr!bA , the field.  hv!yHe becomes tv1yHe in feminine

 construct.  The noun rBa is followed by the definite article. 
 

 tv1yHe is a singular noun that is used as a collective singular here and even 
 though singular is rendered “beasts.” 
 

 xy0!maw;-JOf, the birds of the heaven. JOf a collective singular noun in 

 construct with the plural noun xy0!maw; with the definite article from the noun 

 Ny9mawA. 
 

 j`dAyBi bahay4 is translated “He has given into your hand.” 
 

 bhay4 is a Peal Perfect 3rd masculine singular from bhay4 followed by the 

 preposition b and the noun dy with a pronominal suffix 2nd masculine 

 singular. 
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 j`FAl;w;hav4 “and he has caused you to have dominion.” 
 

 j`FAl;w;ha is a Hafel perfect from Flaw; followed by the pronominal suffix 

 2nd masculine singular. The Hafel is a causative stem. God had caused the 
 king to have dominion. 
 

 NOhl;.kAB; here the preposition b is followed by the adjective lk and the 
 pronominal suffix 3rd masculine plural rendered “over all of them.” God has 
 given dominion to the king of Babylon over all of the things mentioned in 
 the verse. 
 

 xbAhEda  yDi  hwAxr2  xUh-Tn4xa  
 “you are the head of gold.”  
 

 T04n4xa is the personal pronoun second person  masculine singular followed by 

 the personal pronoun xUh which functions as a copula of the to be verb 
 “you are the head.” 
 

 xbAhEda  yDi  hwAxr2 “its head of gold.” 

 hwAxr2  is the noun wxr2 followed by the definite article h A. yDi 
 functions as a relative pronoun marking the genitive case and xbAhEda is the 

 noun  bhaD4 (gold) followed by the definite article x A. 
 
8.4 Translation 
 
 “and in every (place) where they dwell, the sons of men, the wild beasts, and  
 the birds of heaven, he has given into your hands and caused you to have 
 dominion over all of them; you are the head of gold.” 
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8.5 Application/Interpretation  
 
 Nebuchadnezzar is the head of gold representing the kingdom of Babylon in 
 its world wide dominion.  Gold shows the superior nature of his kingdom. 
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Lesson 9: Daniel 2: 39 
 

9.1 Text 
 

 UkL4maU  j`n0!mi  fR1xE  yR9H##xA  UkL4ma  MUqiT4  j`R!t4bAU 
 

 :xfAR4xa-lkAB4  Flaw4ti  yDi xwAHAn4  yDi  yR9H#xA  hXAtAylit4 
 
9.2 Vocabulary 
 

 rtaxBA     Preposition     “after” 
 

 Mvq      Verb     “rise up” 
 

 Yr9H#xA     Adjective    “another” 

 

 fraxE     Adjective    “inferior”  

 

 ytAyliT4     Adjective    “third” 
 

 wHAn4      Noun     “bronze” 
 

 Flw4     Verb     “to rule” 
 
9.3 Grammar 
 

 j`r!t4bAU “and after you…” The v is a simple conjunction followed by the 

 preposition rtaxbA with a pronominal suffix 2nd masculine singular in j̀ A 
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 MUqT4 is a peal imperfect 3rd feminine singular from MUq. Note the t 

 prefix showing a 3rd feminine singular and the U vowel appears in the 

 imperfect of this bi-radical root MUq. 

 

 Yr9H#xA  Ukl;ma , “another kingdom.”  

 yr9H#xA is a feminine adjective with the feminine noun Ukl;ma.  
 j`n0!mi “from you…” 
 

 Nmi - The  n of Nmi assimilated into the n acting as a hinge between the 

 preposition and the suffix causing a daghes forte or doubling followed by the 
 3rd feminine pronoun suffix. This kingdom is Medo-Persia which followed 
 Babylon. 
 

 yr9H#xA  hxAtAlit4  Ukl;maU, “and another third kingdom. The 
 conjunction is followed by the noun and the two adjectives in the feminine 

 singular going with Ukl;ma. 
 

 yDi is a relative pronoun functioning as a marker of the genitive. 
 

 xwAHAn4 meaning “bronze.” 

 

 Flaw;ti  yDi  “which shall rule.” The verb is a Peal imperfect 3rd 

 feminine singular from Flaw; preceded by the relative pronoun yD rendered 
 “which.” 
 
 The sphere of the rule of this 3rd kingdom is world wide. 
 

 xfAr4xa-lkAB;  “over all the earth.” 
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 xfAr4xa means “the earth.” Note the definite article as the suffix.     

 
9.4 Translation 
 
 “After you will arise another kingdom (apart) from you and another third 
 kingdom which is of bronze which shall rule over all the earth.” 
 
9.5 Application/Interpretation  
 
 The extent of the Medo- Persian Kingdom and Greece have authority over 
 the earth. These nations are only in this position by the will and power of the 
 Lord. 
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Lesson 10: Daniel 2: 40 
 

10.1 Text 
 

 xlAz4R4paK4  hpAyQ0ita  xV2h<T@  hxAfAybiR4  UkL4maU 
 

 xLA.K*  lweHAv4  qDeham4  xlAz4r4pa  yDi  lbeq#-lKA 
 

   :far*tev4  qDiTa  Nyl.2xi-lKA  ffar!m4-yDi    xlAz4r4pak4U 

 
10.2 Vocabulary 
 

 yfiybir4    Adjective     “fourth” 
 

 xv!hE     Verb     “to be” 
 

 JyqiTa    Adjective    “strong”  
 

 K     Preposition    “because” 
 

 qqD    Verb     “to break into pieces” 
 

 lwH    Verb     “crush” 
 

 lK*     Adjective    “all” 
 

 ffr    Verb     “shatter” 
 

 Nyl.exi    Demonstrative Pronoun “these” 
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10.3 Grammar 
 

 hxAfAybir4 Ukl;maU “and a fourth kingdom…”  
 

 The conjunction v is followed by the feminine noun Ukl;ma and the 

 feminine adjective in hxAfAybir4 . 
 

  xv2h<T, “shall be…” The verb is a Peal imperfect 3rd feminine singular from 

 xv!hE .  Note in the Peal imperfect the hateph seghol (hurried seghol) under 

 the h guttural that the prefix t, attracts the seghol from the hateph seghol. 
 

 hpAyq0iTa is a feminine adjective with the h A suffix agreeing with the 

 feminine noun Ukl;ma. 
 

 xlAz4r4paK4 has the inseparable preposition followed by the noun xlAz4r4pa 
 with the definite article. 
 

yDi lbaqA-lKA taken together is a conjunction rendered “because” or “in 
as much as.”  

 

 qD2ham; xlAz4r4pa “the iron breaks into pieces.” Note the m; with the ha 
 prefix indicates a Haphel participle from the verb qqd in which the final q 
 drops out in this double ayin verb. 
 

 lweHAv4 “and crushes…” The conjunction v is followed by the Peal 

 participle masculine singular from the rootlwH “to crush.” Note the a/e 

 vowel pattern indicating a Peal participle. 

 xl.AK* “everything” or “the totality.” The word xlA.K* is the adjective lK* 
 with the definite article x A on the suffix “the all.” 
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 ffar!m;  yDi  xlAz4r4pak4U  “and as the iron which shatters…” The 

 conjunction v is followed by the inseparable preposition k and the 

 articular use of the noun followed by the relative pronoun yDi. 
 

 ffar!m; is the Pael participle masculine singular from ffr “to shatter.” 

 The vowel pattern shewa/a with the m prefix gives it away as a Pael  
 participle. 
  

 Nylexi  lKA “all these.” Nyl.exi is a demonstrative pronoun 3rd masculine 

 plural. 
 

qDiTa is a Hafel imperfect 3rd feminine singular from  qqd, “it shall cause 
to break in pieces.” The a/i vowel pattern gives it away as a Haphel stem, 

Historically qDihaT4 became qDita with the elision of the h prefix and the 

t taking the pathah with the final q dropping out. 

 

 far*t2v4 “and it shall shatter.” The conjunction is followed by a Peal  

imperfect 3rd feminine singular from ffr. With the loss of the final f we 

end up with far*Te. 
 
10.4 Translation 
 
 “And a fourth kingdom shall be strong as iron because as iron breaks into  
 pieces and crushes everything and as the iron which shatters all these, it 
 shall break in pieces and shatter.”  
 
10.5 Application/Interpretation 
 
 The fourth kingdom by conservative interpretation looks at the Roman 
 empire in her strength and devastation of Greece. It is the kingdom of Christ 
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 as King of Kings and Lord of Lords who will ultimately judge the final 
 Roman Empire.  
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Lesson 11: Daniel 2: 41 
 

11.1 Text 
 

 JSaHE  Nyhen04mi  xtAfAB4c4X,V4  xY0!lag4R1  htAY4z1HE-ydiV4 
 

 Hv2h<T@  hgAylip4  Ukl4ma  lz@r4Pa  Nyhen04miU rHAp,-yDi   

 

 yDi  lbeq;-lKA  h0bA-xveh<l,  xlAz4r4pa-yDi xtAB4c4ni-NmiU 

  

   :xn!yFi  JSaHEBa  br1fAm4 xlAz4r4Pa  htAy4z1HE 
 
11.2 Vocabulary 
 

 hz!HE     Verb     “to see” 

 

 lgar4     Noun     “foot” 

 

 fBac;x,    Noun     “toe” 

 

 JsaHE    Noun     “clay” 

 

 rHAp0,     Noun     “potter” 

 

 Ukl;ma    Noun     “kingdom” 

 

 glP     Verb     “to divide” 

 

 hBAc;n9    Noun     “firmness, hardness” 
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 brf    Verb     “to mix” 

 

 NyFi     Noun     “(wet) clay” 

 
11.3 Grammar 
 

 tAy4z1HE is a Peal perfect 2nd masculine singular from hz!HE, “you saw.” 
 

 The form goes back to a lamed he verb which was originally a final y form  

 and the yod reappears here in the 2nd masculine singular form. 
 

xy0!lag;r1 is a plural noun with an ending in x ! indicating a definite article 

“the feet.” The noun is plural in construct state as ylag;r1 with the added 
suffix. 

 

 xtAfAB;c;x,v4 “and the toes…” The conjunction v is followed by the 

 feminine noun plural in construct state tfAB;c;x, with the definite article 

 suffix in x A making it emphatic. 
 

 Nyhen04mi “from them…” The preposition Nmi is followed by the personal 

 pronoun 3rd masculine plural suffix. The phrase is rendered : “and from 
 them,” meaning “partly” of… 
 

 rHAp,-yDi  JsaHE “clay of a potter.” While part of the beast had feet of 

 iron part had the clay of a potter. yDi here functions like a genitive in Greek 
 rendered “the clay of a potter.”  
 

 hgAylip; is a Peal passive participle 3rd feminine singular from glp the 
 kingdom “is divided.” Some parts of kingdom have the strength of iron and 
 another part that of clay. 
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 hv2h<t, is a Peal imperfect 3rd feminine singular from hvh. 
 

 xtAB;c;ni “the stability.” The feminine noun hBAc;n9 is in construct with the 

 definite article suffix x A. 
 

h0bA xv2h<l, is the Peal imperfect 3rd masculine singular followed by h0bA, 
the preposition b with the pronominal suffix 3rd feminine singular. Note the 

Peal imperfect here has the l as a prefix of the imperfect in the Aramaic. 
“There shall be in it of the stability of iron.” 

 

yDi lbeq;-lKA is a phrase serving as a conjunction meaning “because” or 
“in as much as…”  

 

 xlAz4r4Pa “iron” 
 

 htAy4z1H3 is a Peal perfect 2nd masculine singular from hz!HE. Notice that the 

 H takes hateph pathah and the htA suffix indicates a second masculine 

 singular suffix. The y appears again in the verb here because it goes back 

 to a final lamed h verb which originally was yzH in its root with the final h 
 added later. 
 

br1fAm; is a Pael participle masculine singular from brf “mixed.” The 
iron is mixed with common clay showing its strength and brittleness. 
 

xn!yFi “the (wet) clay” 
 
11.4 Translation 
 

“and wheresas you saw the feet and the toes from them (partly) of the clay of 
a potter and from them (partly) iron, the kingdom will be divided and in the 
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stability of iron will exist in it because you saw the iron mixed with miry 
clay.”   
 

11.5 Application/Interpretation 
 

The final phase of the image in the fourth kingdom will be strong and brittle. 
There is a weakening in the toes of the image in its final phase. 
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Lesson 12: Daniel 2: 42 
 

12.1 Text 
 

 JsaHE  Nyhen40miU  lz@R4Pa  Nyhen04mi  xY0!lag4R1    tfAB4c4X,V4 
 

  Hv2h<T@  h0n01miU  hpAyq0ita  hveh<T@  xtAUkl4ma    tcAQ4-Nmi 
 

          :hr!ybit4 
 
12.2 Vocabulary 
 

 tcAq;     Noun     “part” 
 

 Jyqita     Adjective    “strong” 
 

 rbt     Verb     “to break” 
 
12.3 Grammar 
 

 xy0!lag;r1  tfAB;c;x,v4 “and the toes of the feet.”  
 

 The conjunction is followed by the noun fBac;X, in the plural construct 

 form indicated by the t A suffix. It is in construct with xy0Alag;r1 the 

 masculine plural noun with the article x A in the suffix. 
 

 tcAq;-Nmi is rendered “part” and when tcAq; appears with Nm it indicates  
that part of the kingdom will be strong and part weak, or part will be of iron  
and part clay. 

 

 hpAyq0ita is an adjective meaning “strong.” 
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 hr!ybiT; is a Peal passive participle feminine singular from the verb rbt 
 meaning “to break.” 
  

 Note that rbt in Aramaic is rbw in Hebrew. In Aramaic the t 

 appears often in place of the w. 
 
 Again the mixed picture is emphasized where the strength and brittlesness of 
 this kingdom is emphasized. 
 
12.4 Translation 
 

“and the toes of the feet partly (lit. from them) of iron and from them or 
partly of clay; the kingdom will be strong and it will be partly (lit and from 
it) broken.” 

 
12.5 Application/Interpretation 
 
 As the image of the beast is described this final phase does not have the  
 endurance and internal strength of the other kingdoms. 
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Lesson 13: Daniel 2: 43 
 

13.1 Text 
 

                       xn!yFi  JSaHEBa  bR1fAm4  xlAz4R4Pa  tAY4z1HE  yd 
 

 Nyqib4DA  NOh<l,-xlAv4  xwAn!xE  fr1z4Bi  NOh<l,     Nybir4fAt4mi 
 

     br1fAt4mi  xlA  xlAz4r4pa  ydik4-xhe  hn!D4-Mfi hn!D;   
 

             :xPAS4Ha-Mfi 
 
13.2 Vocabulary 
 

 ydi     Conjunction   “whereas” 
 

 hvh     Verb     “to be” 
 

 fr1z4     Noun     “seed” 
 

 wn!x<     Noun     “man” 
 

 qbd    Verb     “to hold together, stick” 
 

 hn!D4     Demonstrative Pronoun  “this” 
 

 ydik;-xhe    Adverb   “just as” 
 
13.3 Grammar 
 

 ydiv4 is a conjunction and can be rendered “and whereas…” 
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 tAy4z1HE is a Peal perfect 2nd masculine singular indicated by the tA suffix,  
“you saw.” 

 

 xlAz4r4Pa, “the iron…” 

 

 Note the article indicator in the suffix x A 
 

 br1fAm; is a Pael participle rendered “mixed.” Note the m with the 

 shewa/a class vowel gives it away as a Pael and the final pathah under the r 

 as a passive participle. The Pael active participle would be br2fAm; while  

the Pael Passive Participle is br1fAm;. 
 

 xn!yFi  JsaHEBa literally “with the formed clay of wet clay.” There is the  

 preposition b with the noun JsaHE in construct with xn!yFi the wet clay.  

The noun NyFi appears with the definite article x Ain the suffix. 
 

Nybir4fAt4mi is a Hitpaal participle masculine plural from brf, mixing 
themselves. 

 

 NOh,l< is a Peal imperfect 3rd masculine plural from hv!h4, to be. 

 
The verb is used here with the Hitpaal active participle to express the future 

“they will mix themselves...” The l introduces the 3rd person of the 
imperfect here in Aramaic. 

 

XwAn!xE  fr1z4Bi, “with the seed of mankind.” The preposition b is 

followed by two nouns in construct with fr1z4 (seed) in construct with 

xwAn!xE, mankind. Note the suffixed definite article here with wn!xE 
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 Nyqib;DA  NOh<l,  xlAv4, “but they shall not cleave.”  
 

The conjunction v is rendered “but” here followed by the negative particle 

xlA (not). 
 

The Peal imperfect of the verb hv!hE 3rd masculine plural is seen in NOh<l, 
followed by the Peal participle masculine plural in Nyqib;DA. 

 

 Note the a class vowel under the d gives it away as a Peal participle and the  

 masculine plural ending is with a n in Aramaic rather than with a m as in   

Hebrew. The Peal active participle is qbeDA while the Peal perfect would be 

qbaD4. Here is a periphrastic use of the “to be” verb with a participle again 
rendered “they shall not hold together or cleave.” 

 

 hn1D4-Mfi  hn1D4, “this with this” means “with one another.”  hn1D4 is a 
 demonstrative pronoun masculine singular used as an adjective here. 
 

 ydek;-xhe can be rendered “just as,” showing a comparison to what 
 follows. 
 

 xlAz4r4pa, “the iron… 
 

 The noun iron lz2r4pa appears with the suffixed definite article here. 
 

 xp0As;Ha  Mfi  br1fAt;mi  xlA,”does not mix with clay.” 
 

br1fAt4mi is a Hithpaal participle masculine singular from brf “to mix.” 

Notice the tmi prefix indicates a Hitpaal participle used reflexively here. 
“Iron is not mixing itself with the clay.”    
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13.4 Translation 
 
 “Whereas you saw the iron mixed with (wet) clay, they will be   
 intermingling themselves with the seed of mankind, but they shall not cleave  
 this (one) with this (one) (to one another) just as iron is not mixing itself 
 with clay.” 
 
13.5 Application/Interpretation 
 
 The Roman empire in its final phase will be weak because it will be formed  
 by a conglomeration of many peoples trying to mix and it will therefore not  
 cleave together in the unified sense of the previous empires.  
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Lesson 14: Daniel 2: 44 
 

14.1 Text 
 

 xY0!maw4  h0LAX<  MyqiY4  NUn0xi  xY0!kaL4ma  yDi  NOhymeOyb4U 
 

 Mfal4  htAUkl4maU  lBaHat4ti  xlA  Nymil4fAl4  yDi  UkL4ma 
 

       NyL.exi-lKA  JySetAV4  qDiTa  qbiT4w4ti  xlA  Nr!H#xA 
 

      :xy0!mal4fAl4  MUqT4  xyhiv4    xtAV!k4L4ma   

 
14.2 Vocabulary 
 

 MOy     Noun    “day” 
 

 NUn0xi     Pronoun   “those” 
 

 Mvq     Verb    “stand up” or “to establish,  
continue” 

 

 H0lAx<    Noun    “God” 
 

 Ny9maw;    Noun    “heaven” 
 

 MlafA    Noun    “eternity” 
 

 lbH    Verb    “destroy” 
 

 Mfa     Noun    “people” 
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 Nr!H#xA    Adjective   “another” 
 

 qbw    Noun    “to leave” 

 

 qqD    Verb    “break into pieces” 
 

 Jvs     Verb    “wipe out” 

 
14.3 Grammar 
 

 NOhymeOyb;U, literally, “and in their days.” The conjunction v is followed by  

 the inseparable preposition b and the plural noun ymeOy from MOy in 

 construct with NOh, the pronominal suffix 3rd masculine plural. The text is 
 looking at their days collectively which God’s kingdom will replace. 
 

 yDi is a particle introducing the genitive case “in their days of these 
 kings…” 
 

 xy0kal;ma is a plural noun masculine in construct with the suffixed definite 

 article x A from j`l,m, becoming  ykal;ma in construct. 

 

 NUn0xi is the plural personal pronoun used as a demonstrative pronoun 
 meaning “those.” 
 

 Myqiy4 is a Hafel imperfect 3rd masculine singular from Mvq “he will 
 establish,” or “cause to endure.” 
 

 xy!0maw;  h0lAx<, “the God of heaven.”  
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 The noun h0lAx< meaning God is in construct with xy0!maw;. The dual plural 

 noun Ny9maw; � ymaw; in construct with the article x Abeing added to the 
 suffix. 
 

 Nymil;fAl;  yDi  Ukl;ma, “a kingdom which (shall be) for eternity.”  
 
 The noun kingdom is followed by the relative pronoun use of the particle 

 yD translated “which.” The words Nymil;fAl; contain the inseparable 

 preposition  (to or for) followed by the noun MlafA in the plural and is  

rendered “to eternity.” 
  

 lBaHat4ti  xlA, “it shall not be destroyed.” The negative particle xlA is 

 followed by the Hithpaal perfect 3rd masculine singular from lbH, to 
 destroy. The Hithpaal form here is passive. 
 

 htAUklmaU is a conjunction followed by the feminine noun with the 
 definite article. It is translated “and the kingdom will not be left to another 
 people.” 
 

 Nr!H#xA  Mfal; is translated “to another people.” 
 

QbiT4w;ti is a Hithpeel imperfect 3rd feminine singular “it shall not be left” 
to another people. The final kingdom of Christ will not be followed by 

another; it is the final kingdom; note the metathesis in qbiw;t;ti becoming   

qbiT4w;ti as wtt  �  twt. 
 

 qDiTa is a Hafel imperfect 3rd feminine singular from qqD. Note in the 
 form a doubled middle radical while the final consonant elides in the Hafel  
 imperfect form. The verb is rendered: “it shall crush. 
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 JysetAv4 “and it shall put an end to…” The conjunction is followed by a 

 Hafel imperfect 3rd feminine singular from JUs. 
 

 xtAv!k;l;ma  NyleZxi-lKA “all these kingdoms.” Christ’s final kingdom 
 will bring to an end all the kingdoms. 
 

 NylZexi is a demonstrative plural pronoun with xtAv!k;l;ma which is a 
 feminine plural noun. 
 

 MUqT4  xyhiv4, “but it shall be established.” 
 

 xyhi is a personal pronoun 3rd feminine singular followed by MUqT4 the 

 Peal imperfect 3rd feminine singular from MUq. 
  

 xy0!mal;fAl; literally “to the eternities.” 

 

 The noun MlafA is xy0!mal;fA in the plural in construct with the definite 
 article “to the eternities” meaning forever and ever. 
 
14.4 Translation 
 
 “And in their days of these kingdoms the God of heaven will establish a  
 kingdom which is eternal; it shall not be destroyed, and the kingdom shall 
 not be left for another people; it shall crush and it shall put an end to all 
 these kingdoms, but it shall be established forever.” 
 
14.5 Application/Interpretation 
 
 This kingdom is the eternal kingdom of Christ that will be inaugurated at  
 Christ’s return which will put down the final phase of the Roman empire and  
 He will establish His eternal kingdom and reign. This is fulfilled in  
 Revelation 11: 15 which reads: “and the seventh angel sounded a trumpet,  
 and great voices came in heaven saying, the kingdom of the world has  
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 become (the kingdom) of our Lord and His Christ.” And again it says that   
 “the twenty four elders which are before God setting on their thrones fall  
 on their faces and worshipped God saying, we give thanks to you, Lord  
 God Almighty, the One who is and the One who was because you have  

taken your great power and have begun to reign. And the nations were  
angry, and your wrath has come and the time to judge the dead and to give  
the reward to your servants the prophets and the saints and those who fear  
your name both the small and great and to destroy those who destroy the  
earth” (Rev. 11: 16-18). 
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Lesson 15: Daniel 2: 45 
 

15.1 Text 
 

 Nb,x,  tr@z@G4t4xi  xR!UF0mi  yDi  tAY4z1HE  yDi  lbeQ;-lK 
 

   xPAS4Ha  xwAHAn4  xlAz4R4Pa  tQ,D@haV4  Nyidaybi  xlA-yDi   
 

 hmA  xKAl4mal4  fd1Oh  br1  h0lAx<  xbAhEdav4   xPAS4Ka 
 

 Nmayhem4U  xmAl4H,  bycZy1v4  hn!d4  yreHExa    xv2h<l,  yDi   

 

          :h0rew4Pi   
 
15.2 Vocabulary 
 

 rUF     Noun     “mountain” 

 

 rzG     Verb     “to be cut out” 
 

 Nb,x,     Noun     “stone” 
 

 dy1     Noun     “hand” 

 

qqD  Verb     “to break in pieces” 
 

 lz@r4Pa    Noun     “iron” 
 

 whAn4     Noun     “bronze” 

 

 JsaHE    Noun     “clay” 
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 JsaK4    Noun     “silver” 
 

 bhaD4    Noun     “gold” 

 

 fday4     Verb     “to know” 
 

 byciZy1    Adjective    “reliable” 
 

 Nmx     Verb     “to trust in” 

 

 rwaP;    Noun     “interpretation” 
 
15.3 Grammar 
 

 yDi  lbeq;-lKA can be rendered “because.” The kingdom of Christ the 

 Messiah will last forever because you saw that it is a divine kingdom which 
 crushed all the previous human kingdoms. It can be rendered “just as you 
 saw…” 
 

tAy4z1HE is the Peal perfect second masculine singular from hz!HE “to see.” The 

tA suffix gives it away as a second masculine singular pronominal suffix. 

The y shows the verb as originally a final yod verb, later the h was added as 

yzH became hzH and in certain forms the original final y reappears. 
 

 yDi is a particle of relation used as a relative pronoun translated “that.” 
 

 xr!UF0mi “from the mountain.” The phrase has the preposition Nmi, meaning 

 “from,” with the final nun assimilating into the F. The noun rUF meaning 
 mountain is followed by the definite article in the suffix. 
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 tr@z@G;t4xi is rendered “was cut out…” The Hithpeel imperfect with a 
 feminine ending here is a passive reflexive in meaning. The stone from the 

 mountain “was itself cut out…” xlA is a negative particle rendered “not.” 

 

 Ny9daybi the stone was cut out of the mountain supernaturally not “with 

 hands.” The preposition b is followed by the noun dy1 in the dual form 

 with the Ny9 a ending. 
 

 The word Nb,x, or “stone” cut out of the mountain was not quarried out of 

 the mountain by human hands, but by the power of God alone. 
 

 tq,D,hav4 “and it crushed…” The verb is a Hafel perfect 3rd feminine 

 singular with a v conjunction. Note the h gives it away as a Hafel and the 

 final q in the double ayin verb qqD has elided. 

 

 xbAhEdav4  xPAs;Ki  xwAHAn4  xlAz4r4Pa 
 “the iron, the bronze, the silver, and the gold…”  
 

 Notice that each of these nouns ends with the suffix x A indicating the 
 definite article. All of the Gentile world powers represented by these metals 
 will come to an end when Christ’s final kingdom comes and judges them. 
 

 br1  h0lAx< the Great God has called the king to know and understand  
 the dream. 
 

 fdaOh (the great God) “has revealed” this to Daniel. The verb is a Hafel  

 perfect with the h prefix. 
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 Historically the verb fdav4ha was a pe waw verb fdv in which the Hafel 

 perfect was probably fdavha in which in the historical Aramaic the aw � ô 
 in the vowel pattern development. 

 

 xKAl;mal; “to the king.” The inseparable preposition l appears with the 

 noun j`l,m, in construct becoming kl;ma plus the final suffix indicating a 
 definite article. 
 

 hmA is the interrogative pronoun meaning “what”? 

 

 The phrase yDi hmA is rendered “what so ever.” 
 

 xv@h<l,, is a Peal imperfect 3rd person masculine singular from xv!hE, 
 rendered “it  will be.” 
 

 Notice the l prefix here introduces the 3rd person masculine singular in the  
 imperfect here in the Aramaic. 
 

 This is followed by the preposition yr2H3xa with the demonstrative pronoun 

 hn!d4 rendered “after this.” 

 

 xmAl;H,  bycZiy1v4 “and the dream is secure.” The conjunction is 

 followed by the adjective bycZiy1 meaning “sure” and xmAl;H, is the noun  

 Ml,He becoming xmAl;H, as the noun in the construct form with the 
 definite article. “The dream is sure” to be fulfilled. 
 

 H0r2w;Pi  Nmayhem;U  “and its interpretation reliable.” The conjunction v 
 is followed by a Hafel participle passive indicated by the m followed by the 

 prefix h from the root Nmx. h0r2w;pi  is rendered “its interpretation.” The  
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 noun rwep;  appears here in construct with the pronominal suffix 3rd 

 masculine singular in h0 e.  The interpretation of the dream is sure and 
 reliable. It will be fulfilled. 
   
15.4 Translation 
 
 “Just as you saw a stone was cut out (hewn) from the mountain which was 
 not by hands and it crushed the iron, the bronze, the clay, the silver, and the  
 gold. The great God has made known to the king whatsoever will be after  
 this, and the dream is sure and its interpretation reliable.” 
  
15.5 Application/Interpretation 
 
 Jesus seems to allude to this text in Matthew 21: 44 when He refers to the  
 stone the builders rejected (Ps. 118: 22-23) as a reference to Himself.  He  
 says: “and the one who falls upon this stone will be broken to pieces; and  
 upon whomsoever it falls he shall be crushed” (Matt. 21: 44). 
 
 To fall on Christ one is broken in redemption, but when Christ falls on one  
 in judgment, one is crushed. 
 
 The return and judgment of Christ is depicted here in Matthew 21, I believe, 
 with an allusion to Daniel 2: 45. Christ at His return will judge the world and 
 bring in His eternal kingdom which shall never cease. Evidencing the true 
 response of faith with proper works as a sign of real faith in Matthew 25: 34, 
 the blessed of the Father “will inherit the kingdom prepared from the 
 foundation of the world, which leads to eternal life (Matt 25: 46). The writer 
 of Hebrews says: “wherefore receiving an unshakeable kingdom let us have  
 gratitude, through which let us worship in an acceptable way to God with  
 godly fear and reverence” (Heb. 12: 28). 
 
 Jesus Christ will return someday as King of Kings and Lord of Lords  
 (Rev. 19: 16) and will bring in His eternal kingdom in a new heaven and  
 new earth (Rev. 21: 1) where God “shall wipe away all tears from their eyes,  
 and there shall be no death, nor sorrow nor crying, nor pain, because the  
 former things have passed away” (Rev. 21: 4). 
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 In that New Jerusalem which Christ’s return will bring the throne of God 
 and of the Lamb will be in it, and His servants will worship Him and they 
 will see His face, and His name will be upon their foreheads. There shall 
 be no more night and they have not the need of the light of a lamp nor the 
 light of the sun because the Lord God will shine upon them and they shall 
 reign with Christ forever and ever” (Rev. 22: 3-5). 
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 INTRODUCTION 
 

 Daniel 7 like Daniel 2 deals with Gentile world powers. We begin with the 
first world power which speaks of Babylon. Daniel sees great beasts coming up 
from the sea as a picture of the world and the Gentile world powers that dominate 
it.  First is the lion that represents Babylon.  It had eagles’ wings and Daniel says 
that he was looking and he saw that it was made to stand up as a man and a man’s 
heart was given to it.  
 
 This is then followed by a beast which is likened to a bear and it is raised on 
the one side and three ribs were between its mouth. It says, “arise and devour much 
flesh.” I believe that this is a depiction of Media-Persia. The third beast is like a 
leopard and it had on it four wings of a fowl and four heads. We understand this to 
be the four leaders which replaced Alexander the Great.  
 
 The next beast is a horrible mongrel non-beast which is more terrible, more 
dreadful than anything preceding it. It had great iron teeth and broke in pieces and 
stamped the rest with its feet. It had ten horns and out of the ten horns came a little 
horn which put down three and gained power. It had eyes like the eyes of a man in 
the horn which pictures a great power and yet having intelligence. It also had a 
mouth speaking blasphemous things against our Lord.  
 
 This is the background for Daniel 7, and we take the fourth beast as the 
Roman empire that is going to be replaced by the Kingdom of God. As we move 
into verse 9 through 14 we see a heavenly picture where thrones are placed and 
One who is aged, the Ancient of Days as He is called, representing God the Father.  
Thousands and ten thousand times ten thousands stood before Him and books were 
open and a judgment scene appears. Daniel continues to look at this vision and it is 
followed by the great horn that came out of the ten horns and the words which it 
spoke.  Daniel sees its final judgment as it was burned with fire.  And the rest of 
the beasts had their dominion taken away and they were judged as well. As Daniel 
is looking at this, he sees the Son of Man coming to the Ancient of Days and He is 
given a kingdom that peoples, nations, and languages, should serve Him and His 
kingdom will be an eternal one that would never be destroyed. It is these verses we 
would like to study, looking at the Aramaic text and seek to make application as 
seen through the New Testament, especially in Matthew 24 and Revelation 4 and 
5.        
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Lesson 1: Daniel 7: 9 
 
1.1 Text 
 

 NymiOy  qyTifaV4  vymiR4  NV!sAR4kA  yDi  dfa  tyV2hE  hz2HA 
 

 rmafEKa  h0wexr2  rfaW;U  rU!Hi  glat4Ki  h0weUbl;  bt7iY4 
 

 :qliDA  rUn  yhiv*l.Gil;Ga  rUn-yDi  Nybiybiw;  h0y2s;r4KA  xq2n4  
 
1.2 Vocabulary 
 

 hz2HA     Participle    “see”  
 

 hVh    Verb     “become”  

 yDi-dfa   Adverb    “until”  
 

 xseR4KA   Noun    “throne” 
 

 hmR    Verb     “to place” 

 

 v     Conjunction   “and” 
 

 qyTifa   Adjective   “aged” 
 

 Mvy    Noun    “day” 

 

 btY    Verb     “sit”, “dwell” 
 

 l     Preposition    “for, to” 
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wUbl4   Noun     “raiment,” “garment” 
 

 glat4     Noun     “snow” 

  

 rU!hi     Adjective    “white” 
  

 rfaW;    Noun     “hair” 
  

 wxr2    Noun     “head” 

  

 rmafE    Noun     “wool” 
  

 xq2n4     Adjective    “pure” 
  

 bybiw;    Noun     “flame” 

 

 rUn    Noun     “fire” 
 

 lGal;Ga    Noun     “wheel” 
 

 qlD    Verb     “to burn” 
 
1.3 Grammar 
 

 tyV2hE  hz2HA 
 

hz2HA is a Peal active participle nominative masculine singular from the root 

hz2HA   and means “to see or to look.” We would translate this as “looking.” 
Note the a/e vowel pattern indicating a Peal Participle.  
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tyV2HE  is a Peal perfect 1st common singular from the root hvH. This is a 
lamed he verb which historically was a lamed yod and now we see that the 
yod is reappearing here in this perfect form. So the participle and the verb go 
together and is rendered “I was looking.” 
 

  vymiR4  NV!sAR2kA  yDi-dfa   
 

 yDi-dfa is a conjunction and means “until.” 
 

NV!sAR4kA  is a noun and it is in the plural feminine form. In the nominative 

singular the form is xseR4KA. Daniel says he sees a number of thrones being 
placed or set down.   
 

vymiR4 is a Peil perfect 3rd common plural from hmR .  Again it is a lamed 
he verb in the stem. Pael perfect sees the thrones “being placed” and goes on 
to speak of the Ancient of Days. 
 

 NymiOy  qyTifaV4   
 

V is a conjunction “and.” qyTifa is in construct with NymiOy . It is an 

adjective masculine singular meaning “ancient or aged.” NymiOy is a noun in 

the plural form with the Ny iending. Notice in Hebrew, if we were going to 

put this in the plural it would be Mymiy! with the My ending. Here it is 

NymiOy  with the Ny iending. In Aramaic the N actually is used instead of the 

M in the plural as in Hebrew. So Daniel saw One as Aged or Ancient of 
Days. 
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 btiY4 
btiY4 is a Peal perfect 3rd masculine singular from the root btY and it 
means “to sit” and it is looking at God sitting who is sitting on his throne. 
He is Ancient of Days. He is one who is eternal; He has no beginning or 
ending; He is the Eternal King. Daniel goes on to describe his raiment. 
 

 rU!Hi  glat4Ki  h0weUbl; “his raiment was as white as snow”  
 

 h0weUbl; is a noun in weUbl4 masculine singular with the pronominal suffix 

 3rd masculine singular in the ending. So we would render it “his raiment or 
 his clothing” and we have to supply the verb “was.” 

 glat4Ki , notice K is a inseparable preposition “as.” glat4 means “snow.” It 
 is interesting that it is a noun in the singular form and in Hebrew we know 

 that noun to be gl,w, for “snow.” So here we have t is used instead of the 

 w in Aramaic as “snow.” 

  

 rU!Hi is a adjective that means “white.”  
   

 rmafEKa  h0wexr2  rfaW;U   
 

U is a conjunction means “and.” Notice it’s a sureq because historically 

rfaW;v4 the two shewas had to be changed in that environment to a sureq in 

that conjunction. So we have rfaW;U , “and the hair,” and  this is in 
construct with the following noun and its pronominal suffix. So “and the hair 
of his head…”   
 

 h0wexr2 is a noun singular that means “head.” Notice h0 2 is your pronominal 
 suffix 3rd masculine singular. So the hair of his head was (and we supply the 
 verb “to be” here in the past) as pure wool.  
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rmafEKa , K is a inseparable preposition going with the noun wool with 

rmafE.  Notice the pathah under the k and the reason for that is that hateph 

pathah under the f causes the pathah part of that vowel to move to the 

position under the k. That is why it is not a simple shewa but a pathah 
because in that environment we must have a pathah because of the hateph 

pathah under the f. So “his head was as wool.” 
 

xq2n4 means “pure” or “clean.” Again we have an adjective going with the 

noun “wool.” In Aramaic here again f is used in place of the c. Hebrew 

would have had rm,c, with the c in the word. So we are looking at One 
who is Ancient, who is old and the hair of wool is picturing the One with 
Aged. So the Lord again is eternal and He is Holy and He is God the Father, 
bringing about this judgment, and it is going to take place upon the Roman 
empire and all other empires. 
 

rUn-yDi   Nybiybiw;   h0y2s;r4KA “his throne was flames of fire.” 

Notice again h0y2s;r4KA , the word for throne, we have seen in the first part of 

the verse from  ys;r4KA with a final h0 e. Notice here that final h has a 
daghesh indicating the pronominal suffix 3rd  masculine singular. So in the 

throne was Nybiybiw;  “flames of fire.” 

 

 Nybiybiw;  means “flame” and the Ny i suffix shows that we are 
 looking at a noun in the 3rd masculine plural. So his throne basically was 
 made up of wheels as flames of fire.  
 

 rUn-yDi    

 yDi is a particle of a relationship pointing to a genitive as in Greek.  

 rUn is a noun in the singular meaning “fire.”  
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 qliDA  rUn  yhiv*l.Gil;Ga  “its wheels of burning fire.”  
  

 yhiv*l.Gil;G  is from lGil;Ga  meaning “wheel” in the singular and yhiO is a 

 pronominal suffix 3rd masculine singular so it is rendered “it’s wheels”  

 Again rUn means “fire” followed by the Peal participle masculine singular 

 in qliDA meaning “burning.” Notice here in this participial form that we 
 have an “a” vowel followed by a hireq.   
 
1.4 Translation 
 

“I was looking until thrones were placed and the Ancient of Days did sit, 
and His clothing was as white as snow and the hair of His head as pure 
wool, His throne was flames of fire and its wheels burning fire.” 
 

1.5 Application/Interpretation  
 

So we are seeing the end of the world as well as the judgment that the Lord 
is going to bring. The picture here is God the Father. Daniel is seeing many 
thrones around God’s throne depicting the court room of judgment that was 
about to take place to judge the Gentile world powers and especially the 
final Roman empire. The One on the throne was Aged and He has many 
days. He sits on this throne and He is One who is pure, seen by His clothing 
which is white as snow, showing an Aged One picturing his eternality seen 
also in His hair likened to a pure wool. We see the transcendence of God on 
the throne. The chariot imagery of wheels are like burning fire and this goes 
back to the idea where the chariot of God is pictured as the Holy of Holies, 
with wheels that can move in different directions (Ezek. 1). We see the 
throne of God having wheels of fire that can move and yet could bring the 
most destructive kind of judgment upon all that Lord judges. Hence the 
burning flames of the throne and the wheels are picturing the awesome 
judgment that is about to be enacted.    
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Lesson 2: Daniel 7: 10 
 
2.1 Text 
 

 Nypil;xa  JL,X,  yhiOmdAQ#-Nmi  qpen!V4  dg2n!  rUn-yDi  rhan4 
 

 btiY4  xn!yDi  NUmUqY4  yhiOmdAqA  NbAb;R9  OBrV4  h0n02Uwm0;waY4 
 

           :UHytiP;  Nyrp;siv4 
 
2.2 Vocabulary 
 

 rhan4      Noun     “stream”  
 

 rUn      Noun     “fire”  

 

 dn2n!      Participle    “stream, flow” 
  

 qpen!      Participle    “come forth” 
 

 Nmi      Preposition    “from” 
  

 Mdq     Preposition    “before” 
  

 Jl,x,     Noun     “thousand”  
 

 wmw     Verb    “minister” 
 

 Obr      Noun     “ten thousand” 
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 Mdq     Preposition    “before” 
 

 Mvq      Verb     “arise” 

 

 bty      Verb     “to sit” 
  

 rps     Noun     “book” 
  

 Htp     Verb     “to open”  

 
2.3 Grammar 
 

 rhan4 is a masculine singular noun from rhan4 meaning “river or stream.” 
   

 rUn-yDi    
 

yDi is a particle of a relationship here and in this context functions as 
pointing to a genitive relationship.  
 

 rUn is a noun singular meaning “fire.”  
 

 dg2n!  is a Peal participle nominative masculine singular meaning “to flow.”   
 

 yhiOmdAQ#-Nmi  qpen!V4   
 

 qpen!V4 
 

 V is a conjunction “and.”  
 

 qpen! is a Peal participle from qpan! meaning “and came forth.” 
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 yhiOmdAQ#-Nmi 
 

 Nmi is a preposition means “from.”  

 

yhiOmdAQ# is preposition with a pronominal 3rd masculine singular suffix 
which means “before him.” We are looking at the absolute holiness of God 
pictured here as a river of fire flowing forth from before Him.  
 

 h0n02Uwm;waY4  Nypil;xa  JL,X,   
 

 JL,X,  means “a thousand.” 
   

Nypil;xa is basically reiterating the idea of a thousand putting it into the 
plural “thousand, thousands” were ministering before the Lord. 
 

h0n02Uwm;waY4 is a Pael imperfect 3rd masculine plural from wmaw; and notice 
the shewa followed by the pathah gives it away as Pael. The nun here is a 
hinge leading to the pronominal suffix 3rd masculine singular. The 
pronominal suffix is used as an indirect object of the verb. We would render 
this as, “thousands of thousands were ministering to Him.”    
     

 NUmUqY4  yhiOmdAq#  NbAb;R9  OBrV4   
 

 OBrV4   
 

 V is a conjunction and means “and.” 
 

 OBr is a noun feminine singular meaning “and ten thousand.”  
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NbAb;R9 is a noun feminine plural meaning ten thousands. So, “thousands 
times ten thousands stood before Him.”  

 

 yhiOmdAqA is a preposition with a pronominal 3rd masculine singular suffix 

 rendered “before him.” 
 

NUmUqY4 is a Peal imperfect 3rd masculine plural from MUq and is 
translated “stood.” 
 

xn!yDi is a noun masculine singular with a definite article and means “the 

court” or “judgment.” 
 

bty4 is a Peal imperfect 3rd masculine plural from btymeaning “to sit.” 
 

Nyrp;siv4 is a noun masculine plural “and the books…” The singular noun is 

rpas;. 
 

 UHytiP; is a Peil perfect 3rd masculine plural from HtP and means “were 
 opened.”  
 
2.4 Translation 
 

“a stream of fire was flowing and came forth from before Him; thousand 
thousands were serving Him and ten thousands times ten thousand were 
standing before Him, the judgment was set and books were opened.”  
 

2.5 Application/Interpretation  
 

We are looking at the judgment in which the destinies of nations and peoples 
are now being judged in God’s court room. This scene is  depicted in the 
book of Revelation by the apostle John. John in Revelation 4 draws from 
this imagery when he is caught up to heaven by the Spirit. He sees a throne 
and One sitting upon it. God the Father is the One sitting upon the throne, 
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and He like in appearance to jasper and sardius stones with a rainbow round 
about the throne in the image of an emerald.  Then about the throne are the 
24 elders upon thrones.  We see coming out of the throne lightning, voices, 
and thunders, and seven lamps of the fire burning before the throne. Then we 
see four living creatures and they are around the throne cry out, “Holy, Holy, 
Holy is the Lord God Almighty, the One who was, who is and who is to 
come.” We are told that they give glory, honor, and thanksgiving to the One 
who sits on the throne who lives forever and ever. Here we see the eternality 
of God the Father and the twenty four elders fall down before Him who is 
setting upon the throne, and they worship the One who lives forever and 
ever. They cast their crowns before him and they sing, “you are worthy oh 
Lord God to receive glory and honor and power because you created all 
things and on account of You they are and have been created.” That scene in 
Revelation 4 pictures God the Father on the throne and judgment on the 
world about to be brought forth. In Revelation 5, the Lamb that comes to 
receive the book to bring the final judgment is Jesus Christ, a Lamb slain 
and yet standing since He has defeated death. We then see imagery for 
Revelation chapter 4 and 5 drawn from Daniel 7 where Jesus Christ, the Son 
of Man comes to the throne of the Father to receive the eternal Kingdom and 
to judge the Roman Empire and all the empires of the world with the final 
everlasting Kingdom that He will establish.            
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Lesson 3: Daniel 7: 13 
 
3.1 Text 
 

 xY0!maw;  yn1n!fE-Mfi  UrX3V1  xY!L;yLe  yV2z4H,B;  tyV2hE  hz2HA 
 

 hFAm;  xy0!maOy  qyTifa  dfav4  hv!hE  ht2xA  wn!x<  rbaK4 
 

        :yhiUbr4q;ha  yhiOmdAq;U 

 
3.2 Vocabulary 
 

 UzH<      Noun     “vision” 
  

 Yl2yl2     Noun     “night” 

  

 UrxE      Interjection    “behold” 
  

 Mfi      Preposition    “with” 
  

 Nn!fE      Noun     “cloud” 

  

 Nyimaw;     Noun     “heaven” 
  

 rba      Noun     “son”  
 

 wn!xE      Noun     “man” 

  

 htAxE     Verb     “come” 
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 hv!hE      Verb     “be”  
 

 v4      Conjunction   “and”  

 

 df      Preposition    “to”  
 

 qytifE     Adjective    “ancient, old” 
  

 MOy      Noun     “day”  

 

 hFAm;     Verb     “reach,” “come to”  
 

 braq4     Verb     “approach”  
 
3.3 Grammar 
 

 tyV2hE  hz2HA 
 

 hz2HA is a Peal active participle nominative masculine singular from hz!HE  
 means “to see, or to look.” We would translate this as “looked.”  
 

tyV2HE  is a Peal perfect 1st common singular from the root hV!hE. This is a 
lamed he verb which historically was a lamed yod and now you see that the 
yod is reappearing here in this perfect form. So “I was looking.” The 
participle and the verb go together. 
 

 xY!L;yLe  yV2z4H,B;   
 

B is an inseparable preposition and it means “in.” yV2z4H, is a noun masculine 
plural in construct and means “visions.” Notice the final sureq changes to a 
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waw followed by the sere yod in this plural masculine noun now in construct 
with the following noun.  

xY!L;yLe is a noun masculine singular meaning “night.”  Notice XA is a 
definite article, “the.”  So we would translate this as “in the night visions.”   
 

 UrX3V1 
 

V is a conjunction meaning “and.” UrX3 is an interjection meaning “behold.” 
So we would translate this as, “and behold.” 
 

 yn1n!fE-Mfi   
 

 Mfi is the preposition “with.” 
 

yn1n!fE is a noun masculine plural translated “clouds.” Notice nn1fA changes to 

yn1n!fE in the plural masculine noun in construct. The sere yod shows that 

construct relationship with xY0!maw;.  So we would translate this phrase as 
“with the clouds of heaven.”  
 

 xY0!maw;   
 

xY0!maw;  is a noun masculine plural meaning “heaven.” Notice the x A 
ending is a definite article, means “the.” So we would translate this word as 

“the heaven.” Notice in the Aramaic NY0!maw;  with the nun ending again in a 

dual form. In Hebrew it is MY0!maw; with that M ending. Here the word NY0!maw; 
appears with the definite article.  We knock of the N and add the definite 

article in the suffix in x A.   
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 wn!x<  rbaK4 
 

 rbaK4  
 

K4 is an inseparable preposition meaning “as” or “like.” rba  is a noun 
masculine singular rendered “son.”  
 

 wn!x< is a noun masculine singular meaning “man.” The two nouns are in 
 construct. So we would translate this phrase as “like the Son of Man.”  
 

 hv!hE  ht2xA   
 

htexA is a Peal participle from htx meaning “to come.” We would 
translate this word as “He comes…” 
 

 hv!hE is a Peal perfect 3rd masculine singular from hv!h; meaning “to be.” 
 We would translate this phrase as “He was coming.” 
 

 hFAm;     xy0!maOy     qyTifa  dfav4   
 

 dfav4 
 

 v4 is the conjunction, “and.” dfa is a preposition meaning “to.”  
 

qyTifa  is a adjective masculine singular translated “ancient.” This phrase is 

in the construct form. So we would translate this phrase as qyTifa dfav4 
“and to the ancient of Days He came...”  
 

 xy0!maOy is a noun masculine plural meaning “days.” X A is a definite article, 
 “the.” So we would translate this word as “the days.” 
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hFAm; is a Peal perfect 3rd masculine singular from hFm and means “to 
come.” So we would translate this word as “he came.” 
 

 yhiUbr4q;ha        yhiOmdAq;U       
 

v4 is a conjunction, “and.” yhiOmdAq; is a preposition with the added yhiO as 
the 3rd masculine singular pronominal suffix meaning “before him.” So we 
would translate this word as “and before him.” 
 

 yhiUbr4q;ha is a Haphel perfect 3rd masculine plural with a 3rd masculine 

 singular pronominal suffix meaning “he was caused to be brought near.”  
 
3.4 Translation 
 

“I was watching in the visions of the night and behold with the clouds of 
heaven (one) as the Son of Man was coming and He came to the Ancient of 
Days and they brought Him before Him.” 
 

3.5 Application/Interpretation  
 

The verse pictures one coming with the clouds of heaven that was like the 
Son of Man. He is coming to the Ancient of Days to receive an eternal 
kingdom that will never pass away. I believe this is looking at Jesus Christ 
found in Revelation 5 as the Lamb that was slain and that now is standing 
who opens the sealed book and ultimately returns as the King of Kings and 
Lord of Lords to establish an eternal kingdom. 
As we look at this great verse we see its use especially in chapter 24 of 
Matthew. In Matthew chapter 24 Jesus applies these words to Himself 
speaking of His second coming. He speaks in referring to this great text of 
the reality of His return immediately after the tribulation when the sun shall 
be dark and the moon shall not give its light and stars shall fall from heaven 
and powers of the heavens shall be shaken. He then shall appear as the sign 
of the Son of Man in heaven. All the families of the earth shall mourn when 
they see the Son of Man coming upon the clouds of heaven with power and 
great glory.  In Daniel the Son of Man comes with the clouds to the Father to 
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receive the kingdom; here Jesus applies those words to his second advent as 
he returns to earth with the clouds, having received the kingdom to judge the 
world. He will come with great glory and He will send forth his angels with 
a great trumpet and they shall gather his elect out of the four winds from one 
end of heaven to the other. The Lord goes on to talk about the judgment of 
the nations in Matthew 25. He says “when the Son of Man comes in his 
glory (verse 31) and all his holy angels with Him, then shall he set upon the 
glorious throne. Here we have a judgment scene in which the sheep and the 
goats are judged and they who have evidenced their faith in Jesus Christ are 
brought into the eternal kingdom and those have not are judged eternally. So 
Jesus clearly alludes to Daniel here in Matthew 24-25, and we see John also 
making allusion in Revelation 4-5 when there is a cry “who is worthy to 
open the book and release its seals, and no one was found in heaven or upon 
the earth nor under the earth who was worthy to open the book or look into 
to it.” So John is crying. Then all of sudden he says, “behold the Lion of the 
tribe of Judah, the root of David has conquered to open the book and its 
seals” He sees in the midst of the throne the four living creatures and the 
elders, and the Lamb standing as having been slain. We then see Christ in all 
of His power as He comes and takes the book out of the right hand of the 
One who was sitting upon the throne.  And so Jesus Christ fulfills what 
Daniel prophetical is seeing here in His resurrected glory as He comes to the 
Father to receive a kingdom that will be an eternal kingdom (Rev. 4- 5).      
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Lesson 4: Daniel 7: 14 
 
4.1 Text 
 

 xY0!mam;fa  lk*V4  UkL;maU  rqAyv9  NFAL;wA  byhiY4  h0leV4 
 

 MlafA  NFAl;wA  h0n2FAl;wA  NUHl;p;y9  h0le  xY!0n1wA0liV4 xY0!maxu 
 

  :lBaHat4ti  xlA-yDi  h0t2Ukl;maU  hD2f;y@ xlA-yDi   
 
4.2 Vocabulary 
 

 bhay4     Verb     “to give” 
 

 NFAl;wA    Noun     “dominion” 

 

 RqAy4     Noun     “honor” 
  

 Ukl;ma    Noun     “kingdom”  
 

 lK*     Noun     “all”  

 

 Mfa     Noun     “people”  
 

 hm0Axu    Noun     “nation” 
  

 Nw0Ali     Noun     “language”  

 

 Hlp0    Verb     “to pay, reverence,” 
         “serve” 
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 Mlf    Noun     “forever,” “eternity” 
  

 xlA     Negative Particle   “not”  

 

 hdf    Verb     “pass away,” “vanish” 
  

 lbH    Verb     “destroy”  
 
4.3 Grammar 
 

 byhiY4  h0leV4 
 h0leV4 
 V is a conjunction meaning “and.” h0le is a preposition with a 3rd masculine 
 singular pronominal suffix meaning “to him.” The phrase is “and to Him…”   

 byhiY4 is a Peil perfect 3rd masculine singular from bhy meaning “to be 

 given.”  It is a passive. So we would translate this word as “was given.” We 

 would render this phrase byhiY4  h0leV4 as “and to him was given.” 
 

 NFAL;wA is a noun masculine singular meaning “dominion.”  
 

 rqAyv9 
 v is a conjunction meaning “and.” rqAy4 is a noun masculine singular 
 meaning “glory.” So we would translate these words as “and glory.” 
 

 UkL;maU    

 V4is the conjunction “and.”  UkL;ma is a noun feminine singular meaning 

 “kingdom.” We would translate as “and a kingdom.” 
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 xY0!mam;fa  lk*V4   
 

 lk*V4   

 V is the conjunction “and.” lk* is a noun masculine singular meaning “all.” 
 So we would translate these words as “and all.” 
 

 xY0!mam;fa is a noun masculine plural meaning “peoples.” X A is a definite 

 article, “the.” So we would render this phrase  xY0!mam;fa lk*V4 as “and 
 all the peoples.” 
 

 xY!0n1wA0liV4 xY0!maxu 
xY0!maxu is a noun feminine plural meaning “nations.” X A is a definite 
article. So we would translate this word as “the nations.”  
 

 xY!0n1wA0liV4 
 V4 is the conjunction, “and.” xY!0n1wA0li is a noun masculine plural meaning 

 “languages.” Notice x A is a definite article, “the.” It is translated “and the 
 languages.” 
 

  NUHl;p;y9  h0le   

 h0le is a preposition “to or for” with a 3rd masculine singular pronominal 
 suffix rendered “to him.” 
 

 NUHl;p;y9 is a Peal imperfect 3rd masculine plural from hlp meaning “to 
 serve.” So we would translate this verb as “should serve him.” 
 

  h0n2FAl;wA  is a noun masculine singular with a 3rd masculine singular 
 pronominal suffix translated “his dominion.” 
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 MlafA  NFAl;wA     

 NFAl;wA  is a masculine singular “dominion.” MlafA is also adjective 
 masculine singular meaning “eternal.”  We would translate this phrase as 
 “everlasting dominion.” 
 

 hD2f;y@ xlA-yDi   

 yDi is a relative pronoun, “which.” xlA is a negative particle “not.” hD2f;y@ 
 is a Peal imperfect 3rd masculine singular with a pronominal suffix 3rd 

 masculine singular from the root hdf means “to pass away.” So we 

 would render this phrase as “which shall not pass away.”  
 

 lBaHat4ti  xlA-yDi   

 yDi again is a relative pronoun, “which.” xlA is a negative particle.  

 lBaHat4t is a Hithpaal imperfect 3rd feminine singular from the root lbH 
 means “be destroyed.” So we would render this phrase as “one that shall not 
 be destroyed.” 
 
4.4 Translation 
 
 “There was given to him dominion and glory and a kingdom that all 
 peoples, nations, and tongues should serve him. His dominion is an 
 everlasting dominion which shall not pass away, and His kingdom which 
 shall not be destroyed.” 
 
4.5 Application/Interpretation  
 

What a beautiful depiction of Christ as the final King of Kings and Lord of 
Lords.  In Revelation chapter 5, after Jesus Christ has opened the sealed 
book, we are told that the four living creatures and the 24 elders bow before 
Him and they sing this new song (Rev. 5: 9): “worthy are you to receive the 
book and open its seals because we were slain and you have redeemed to 
God by your blood out of every tribe, tongue, people and nation and you 
have made them to our God a kingdom and priests and they shall reign upon 
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the earth.” Notice the praise that is brought to Jesus Christ because all tribes, 
tongues, peoples, and nations by his blood have now become part of His 
kingdom.  Daniel had predicted this kingdom that Jesus Christ fulfills.  
John sees many angels around the throne, along with the living  creatures 
and the elders, and their numbers are innumerable, thousands of thousands. 
They worship the Son and they say: “Worthy is the Lamb who was slain to 
receive the power, wealth, wisdom, strength, honor, glory and blessing” 
Rev. 5: 12. John extends praise to all creation and says, ‘“all creation which 
is in heaven, upon earth, and under the earth, and upon the seas and all that 
is in it’ I heard saying to the One who sits upon the throne and to the Lamb 
blessing and honor and glory and power forever and forever”’ Rev. 5: 13. 
The throne sitter of Daniel 7 is the Father. The Son of Man is also the Lamb 
who now as the Son of Man is destined to return as King of Kings and Lord 
of Lords because as the Lamb of God He has conquered death and created a 
kingdom by the victory of the cross and the resurrection. All of heaven is 
singing to both the One who sits upon the throne, God the Father, and to the 
Lamb of God, the Son, and both receive blessing and honor and glory and 
power forever and forever.    
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Lesson 5: Daniel 7: 18 
 
5.1 Text 
 

 NUnS4H;Y1V4  Nyn9OyL;f,  yweyDiqa  xtAUkL;ma  NUlB;qayV9  
 

 :xy0!mal;fA  MlafA  dfav4  xmAl;fA-dfa      xtAUkL;ma   
 
5.2 Vocabulary 
 

 lbq    Verb     “receive”  
 

 wyD9qa    Adjective    “holy” 
  

 NOyl;f,   Noun     “Most High” 

  

 NsH     Verb     “take possession of”  
 

 df     Preposition    “until”  
 
5.3 Grammar 
 

 NUlB;qayV9 
 V is a contrastive use of the conjunction rendered “but.” NUlB;qayv9 is a Pael 

 imperfect 3rd masculine plural from lbq with the conjunction “to receive.” 
 So we would translate this word as “but they shall receive.” Even though the 
 great beast looks furious rising out of the earth, the destiny for the saints is 
 that they are going to a final eternal kingdom from the Son of Man and the 
 Father. 
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 xtAUkL;ma is a noun feminine singular, “kingdom.” Notice the x A is a 
 definite article, “the kingdom.”   

 yweyDiqa is an adjective masculine plural meaning “holy (ones).” Notice the  

 y e puts it in the plural construct form.    
 

 Nyn9OyL;f, is a noun masculine plural rendered “the Most High.” Notice 

 the Ny i ending is the plural masculine suffix. 
 

 NUnS4H;Y1V4 
 V4 is a conjunction, “and.” NUnS4H;Y1  is a Haphel imperfect 3rd masculine 

 plural from NsH “to possess.” Notice the patah under the yod gives it away 

 as a Haphel stem. Historically  NUnS4H;haY4 becoming NUnS4H;Y1 with the h 
 eliding or dropping out. So we would translate this word as “and they shall 
 possess.”  
 

 xtAUkL;ma is a noun feminine singular, “the kingdom.” Notice the x A is a 
 definite article rendered “the kingdom.”   
 

 xmAl;fA-dfa       
 dfa is a preposition, “for.” xmAl;fA is a noun masculine singular, means 

 “forever.” Notice the x A is again a definite article. So we would translate 
 this as “for forever.” Literally “they shall possess for eternity or forever.” 
  

 MlafA  dfav4   

 V4 is the conjunction, “and.” dfa is a preposition, MlafA is a noun masculine 

 singular, “forever.” So we would translate this phrase as “and forever.” 

 xy0!mal;fA is a noun masculine plural and means “forever and forever.” 

 Notice the x A is the definite article. 
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 5.4 Translation 
 
 “But the saints of the Most High will receive the kingdom and they will 
 possess the kingdom for all ages to come.” 
 
5.5 Application/Interpretation  
 

Having seen the Son of Man, Jesus Christ receiving his kingdom from God 
the Father in verses 15ff, Daniel is troubled in his mind and in his body and 
he wanted to understand more what his vision was about especially, the 
fourth beast. In summarizing the chapters, Daniel says that this great beast 
shall arise out of the earth, but the saints of the Most High shall receive the 
kingdom and possess it forever. 
 
So the good news that Daniel wants to drive home is that the saints of the 
Most High shall receive the kingdom and shall posses the kingdom forever 
and forever. This again brings us back to Revelation chapter 5 where the 
Lamb, the Son of Man, has made us His people out of every tribe and tongue 
and people and kingdom, and we shall reign upon the earth. This reign will 
not end; it will be an eternal reign that will be an inaugurated by the return 
of Jesus Christ.  And so we as believers can look forward to that eternal 
kingdom that Christ will give to us at His second coming.  Again this is 
referred to in Matthew chapter 25 with the reference to the sheep and the 
goats. The Lord is the Son of Man and at his second coming the final 
judgment will happen: Christ will say to the sheep, “I was hungry and you 
fed Me and I was thirsty you gave drink, I was in prison and you visited me. 
The idea is that they have shown that they have real faith by their actions 
and so He says, “Enter the kingdom which has been prepared for you since 
the foundation of the world” Matt. 25: 34. This is the kingdom that I believe 
Daniel is speaking about in the book of Daniel. Daniel wants to know more 
about the fourth beast that was different from all the others that had teeth of 
iron, nails of brass, and devoured and broke in pieces and stamped the rest 
with its feet. He was concerned about the ten horns, especially the little horn 
that came up in the midst of ten and before whom three fell. That horn had 
intelligent eyes and a mouth that spoke great and blasphemous things. 
Daniel says, “I beheld until that horn made war with the saints and prevailed 
against them” Dan. 7: 21. Many believe that this is the Roman empire and 
that represents the world system that has never been a friend of God’s 
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people. There will always be a conflict until the Ancient of Days comes and 
the judgment will be given to him, and the saints of the Most High will 
possess the kingdom forever.     
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Lesson 6: Daniel 7: 22 
 
6.1 Text 
 

 yweyDiqaL;  bhiY4  xn!ydiV4  xY0!maOy  qyTifa  htAxE-yDi  dfa  
 

 :NywiyDiqa  UnsiH<h,  xtAUkl;maU  hFAm;  xn!m;z9v4  Nyn9Oyl;f, 
 
6.2 Vocabulary 
 

 htAxE     Verb     “come” 
  

 NmAz4      Noun     “time” 
  

 hFAm;     Verb     “come” 

  
6.3 Grammar 
 

 htAxE-yDi  dfa  
 dfa is a preposition, “until.”  
 

 htAxE-yDi   

 yDi is a relative pronoun meaning “which.” htAxE  is a Peal perfect 3rd 

 masculine singular from htx , “to come.”  
 

 xY0!maOy  qyTifa 
 qyTifa is an adjective with the masculine singular meaning “ancient.” 

 xY0!maOy is a noun masculine plural, “days.” Notice x A is a definite article. 
 And also notice that these words are in the construct form. So we  would 
 translate this phrase as “the Ancient of the Days came.” 
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 xn!ydiV4   

 V is the conjunction, “and.” xn!ydi is a noun masculine singular meaning  

 “judgment.” Notice x A again is the definite article. 

 

 bhiY4 is a Peil perfect 3rd masculine singular from bhaY! meaning “to give.” 
 So we would translate the phrase as “and the judgment was given.” 
 

 yweyDiqaL;    

 L is the preposition, “for.” yweyDiqa is a adjective masculine plural meaning 

 “the saints.” Notice it is the construct form so we would render this word as 
 “for the saints of.” Judgment was given for the benefit of the saints. 

 Nyn9OyL;f, is an adjective masculine plural meaning “the most high.” 
 

 xn!m;z9v 
 v is the conjunction. xn!m;z9 is a noun masculine singular, meaning 

 “time.” Notice the x A again is the definite article. So we would translate 
 this word as “and the time.” 
 

 hFAm; is a Peal perfect 3rd masculine singular from hFAm; meaning “to 
 `come.” So we would render the phrase as “and the time came.” 
 

 xtAUkl;maU 
 v is the conjunction means “and.” xtAUkl;m is a noun feminine singular 

 meaning “kingdom.” Notice X A the definite article.  So we would 
 translate this word as “and the kingdom.” 
 

UnsiH<h,  is a Haphel perfect 3rd masculine  plural from NsH “to take 
possession.”  
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 NywiyDiqa  is an adjective masculine plural “the saints.” So the phrase is 
 rendered: “the saints were caused to take possession of the kingdom.” 
 
6.4 Translation 
 

“Until the Ancient of Days came and the judgment was given for the saints 
of the Most High and the time came and the saints were caused to take 
possession of the kingdom.”   
 

6.5 Application/Interpretation  
 
 Again here is a second reassurance that the saints of the Lord will have an 
 eternal kingdom.  Jesus Christ promises that he would come back after his 
 return and establish with his people an eternal home and an unshakeable 
 kingdom (Heb. 12: 28). Daniel by prophetic enunciation is anticipating this 
 eternal unshakeable kingdom that the saints of the Most High who are 
 believers in Jesus Christ will enter.    
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Lesson 7: Daniel 7: 26 
 
7.1 Text 
 

 hdAbAOhL;U  hdAmAw;haL;  NODf;haY4  h0n2FAL;wAV4  bTiY9  xn!ydiV4 
 

            :xpAOs-dfa 
7.2 Vocabulary 
 

 hdf     Verb     “to go”  
 

 dmw     Verb     “to destroy”  
 

 dbx     Verb     “to perish” 

  

 JOs      Noun     “end”  
 
7.3 Grammar 
 

 xn!ydiV4 
V is a conjunction here rendered “but.” xn!ydi is a noun masculine singular 
meaning, “judgment.” 
 

bTiY9 is Peal passive participle masculine singular from btiy4 meaning “to 

sit.” Notice the daghesh in the t indicates the doubling that has occurred. 

This is a pe yod verb and so historically it would have been btyY becoming 

bTiY9  where the yod has assimilated into the  t.  It is rendered, “but the 

judgment was set.” Note in Aramaic in the middle radical the t is used 

where in the Hebrew it is bwy. Hence bwy appears in Hebrew while bty 
is found in Aramaic.  
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 h0n2FAL;wAV4 
V is the conjunction “and.” h0n2FAL;wA is a noun masculine singular with the 
3rd masculine singular pronominal suffix rendered “and its dominion.” 

NODf;haY4 is a Haphel imperfect 3rd masculine plural from hdf and means 
“to take away.” So we would translate this as “its dominion they shall take 
away.” 
 

 hdAmAw;haL; 
L is the preposition “to” or “for.” hdAmAw;hal; is a Haphel infinitive from 

dmawA meaning “to consume.” So we would translate this, “and its dominion 

they shall take away to destroy…”  Note the final h Aending occurs in the 
infinitive in Aramaic in the Pael, Haphel, Aphel, and Shaphel stems while 

the m prefix occurs in the Peal (bt2k4mi). 
 

 hdAbAOhL;U 
V is the conjunction. hdAbAOhl;  is a Haphel infinitive from dbx meaning 
“to destroy.” So we would translate this “to cause to be destroyed.” Note in 

the Hapel infinitive the Pe Aleph verb has the v vowel in analogy to the Pe 

Waw type verb, with the x eliding.  
 

 xpAOs-dfa 
dfa is a preposition, “to.” xpAOs  is a noun masculine singular, “end.” 

Notice x A is the definite article.  So we would translate this phrase as “to 
the end.” 
 

 7.4 Translation 
 
 “But the judgment was set and its dominion they will take away to 
 consume and to destroy to the end.”  
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7.5 Application/Interpretation  
 

Having reassured the readers of this eternal kingdom that saints will possess, 
in verse 23 Daniel again wants to expand further on the little horn of that 
fourth kingdom. So he says that the fourth beast shall be a fourth kingdom 
on earth and it will be different from all the other kingdoms. It will devour 
the other kingdoms and break them down. The ten horns represent ten kings 
and another will raise out from their midst and put down three. He will 
become blasphemous against the most high and will seek to change the 
seasons and the law, and peoples will given into his hands “until times and a 
half of time,” which many understand to be a 3½ year period.  Some apply 
this to Antiochus Epiphanes but conservative interpreters would understand 
this to be a reference to the future antichrist who will come on the scene. 
Some take the 3½ year as literal and others understand it to be a limited time 
less that 7 which represents a perfect number. The time would be limited, 
hence an imperfect number is used meaning a small or limited time period. 
Conservative teachers understand this to the final antichrist that will come 
on the scene and after his limited time will be judged. 

 The judgment that is coming from the Father and from the Son of Man is to 
 put down the final kingdom of this world representing the Roman empire or 
 the world system as a whole, and when Jesus Christ returns there will be a 
 judgment of the world and its kingdom. Then there will be the eternal  
 kingdom of Christ who will return as King of Kings and Lord of Lords 
 (Rev. 19-21).  
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Lesson 8: Daniel 7: 27 
 
8.1 Text 
 

 tOHT4  tv!k4L;ma  yDi  xtAUbr4U  xn!FAL;wAV4  htAUkL;maU 
 

 h0t2Ukl;ma  Nyn9Oyl;f,  yweyDiqa  Mfal;  tbayhiy4 xY0!maw;-lKA  
  

     NUHl;p;Y9 h0le  xY0!n1FAL;wA  lk*V4       MlafA tUkl;ma   
 

          :NUfm40Taw;Y9V4   
  
8.2 Vocabulary 
 

 Ubr      Noun     “greatness”  
 

 tOHt     Preposition    “under” 

  

 Hlp     Verb     “to serve” 
 

 fmaw;     Verb     “obey”  
 
8.3 Grammar 
 

 xtAUkl;maU 
 v is the conjunction “and.” xtAUkl;m is a noun feminine singular meaning 
 “kingdom” with the definite article. So we would translate the phrase “and 
 the kingdom.” 
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 Xn!FAL;wAV4 
 V is the conjunction. Xn!FAL;wA is a noun masculine singular with the definite 
 article.  So we would translate, “and the dominion.” 
 

 xtAUbr4U 
 V again is the conjunction means “and.” xtAUbr4 is a noun feminine 
 singular meaning “greatness” with the definite article, “and the greatness.” 
 

 tv!k4L;ma  yDi   

 yD is a relative pronoun, “which.” tv!k4L;ma is a noun feminine plural 
 rendered “kingdoms.”  
 

 tOHT4 is the preposition, “under.” 
 

 xY0!maw;-lKA   

 lKA is a noun masculine singular meaning “all” or “whole.” xY0!maw; is a 
 noun masculine plural “heavens”  with a definite article.  So we will 
 translate this phrase as “the kingdoms under all heaven.” 
 

 tbayhiy4 is a Peil perfect 3rd feminine singular from bhaY4 meaning “to give.” 

 “All the kingdoms under all the heavens shall be given.”  
 

 Mfal;  
 l is the preposition “to” or “for.” Mfa is noun masculine singular 
 meaning “people.” Notice it is in the construct state. So we would translate 
 this as “to the people of...” 
 

yweyDiqa is an adjective masculine plural and meaning “holy.” Notice it is 
the construct state. So we would translate this as “the holy ones of the Most 
High.” 
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 Nyn9OyL;f is an noun masculine plural meaning “the Most High.” It is a 
 proper noun and that is the name for God. 
 

 h0t2Ukl;ma is a noun feminine singular 3rd masculine singular pronominal 

 suffix rendered “its kingdom.”     
 

 MlafA is a noun masculine meaning “everlasting.” So its kingdom (shall be) 
 an everlasting kingdom.” 
 

 xY0!n1FAL;wA    lk*V4       
 V is the conjunction. lk* is a noun masculine singular means “all.” So we 

 would render this word as “and all.” xY0!n1FAL;wA  is a noun masculine plural 

 means “dominions.” Notice X Athe definite article. So we would translate 
 this phrase as “and all the dominions.”  
 

 h0le is a preposition with a 3rd masculine singular pronominal suffix.  

 NUHl;p;Y9 is a Peal imperfect 3rd masculine plural from Hlp, “to  
 serve.” 
 

 NUfm04Taw;Y9V4   

 V is a conjunction. NUfm04Taw;Y9  is a Hithpeal imperfect 3rd masculine plural 

 from fmw, “to obey.” So we would translate this phrase: “and all dominion 
 shall serve and obey Him.” 
 
8.4 Translation 
 
 “And kingdom and the dominion and the greatness of the kingdoms under 
 all the heaven will be given to the people of the saints of the Most High. His 
 kingdom (will be) an everlasting kingdom and all the dominions shall serve 
 and obey Him.” 
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8.5 Application/Interpretation  
 

Concerning the final kingdom of Christ, all people who put their faith in 
Jesus Christ  will be a part of that kingdom and will serve Him. This brings 
us back to Revelation 5: 9-10 where it says, “Worthy are you to receive the 
book and to open its seals because you were slain and you have redeemed to 
God by your blood out of every tribe and tongue and people and nation and 
you have made them a kingdom to our God and priests, and they shall reign 
upon the earth.” This looks forward to that eternal new heaven and new 
earth when Jesus Christ returns as King of Kings and Lord of Lords. John 
can say, “I saw a new heaven and new earth for the first heaven and first 
earth have passed away and there was no sea” (Rev. 21: 1). He goes on to 
describe that God’s tabernacle will be with men and He will tabernacle with 
them, and they shall be his people, and God shall be with them, and He will 
wipe away all the tears out of their eyes and in death shall be no more, 
neither sorrow nor crying nor pain for the former things have passed away. 
When Jesus Christ returns and established the new Jerusalem in the new 
heaven and new earth, that is when this eternal kingdom will be established. 
We look forward to this as believers in Jesus Christ as His people and as His 
saints, and we can say with John, “Even so come Lord Jesus,” as we look 
forward to this day when His eternal dominion will be throughout the world 
and is unshakeable, where there will be no more tears, no more crying, for 
the former things will have passed away. We will reign with the Son of Man, 
with the Father, and with the Holy Spirit through the ceaseless ages of 
eternity.     


